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Abstract:
On behalf of Arcobel B.V., Oss, the camnmication protocol suworted by

the INTEL 8044 microcontroller chip has been studied. A serial camnunication controller which suworts SDLC- and HDLC- like protocols is
part of this chip. The purpose of this study has been the design of a
camnmication controller, hardware corrpatible to the one in the 8044.
The conrnunication controller, or Serial Interface Unit (SIU), was
designed as a library function for future use in ASIC's (Application
Specific Integrated Circuits) to be designed and used by Arcobel B.V.
This report contains an analysis of the 8044 Serial Interface Unit
functions. A classification of these functions has lead to a decomposition of the design into two processors, one performing bit orientated
tasks (the bit processor) and one performing byte orientated tasks (the
byte processor). A second decorrposition has lead to four bit processor
machines. The design of these four machines and their interface to the
byte processor is the subject of this report. This report also contains
an outline of a possible byte processor architecture.
Further partioning of the hardware of the four bit processor machines
resulted in a set of quite sirrple finite state machines, each responsible for a specific task in the send and receive processes in the chip.
The Serial Interface Unit design can be used in all gate array families
available at Arcobel B. V., due to its small size. Its modular structure
makes it possible to use parts of the design to construct other serial
data communication controllers.
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1. Prefare

The author of this report is a student at Eindhoven University of
Technology, department of Electrical Engineering. This report contains
a description of his graduation project, which has been performed at
Arcobel B. V. , Oss, under supervision of the group Digital Systems of
the Eindhoven University of Technology.
On behalf of Arcobel B. V., Oss, the ccmnunication protocol supported by

the INTEL 8044 microcontroller chip has been studied. A serial coomunication controller which supports SDlC- and HDlC- like protocols is
part of this chip. The purpose of this study has been the design of a
coomunication controller, hardware coopatible to the one in the 8044.
The coomunication controller, or serial Interface Unit (SIU), was
designed as a library ftmction for future use in ASIC's (Application
Specific Integrated Circuits) to be designed and used by Arcobel B.V.
This report contains an analysis of the 8044 serial Interface Unit
ftmctions. A classification of these ftmctions has lead to a decomposition of the design into two processors, one perfonning bit orientated
tasks (the bit processor) and one perfonning byte orientated tasks (the
byte processor). A second decomposition has lead to four bit processor
machines. The design of these four machines and their interface to the
byte processor is the subject of this report. This report also contains
an outline of a possible byte processor architecture.
Further partioning of the hardware of the four bit processor machines
resulted in a set of quite sirrple finite state machines, each responsible for a specific task in the send and receive processes in the chip.
The resulting serial Interface Unit library ftmction can be used in all
gate array families available at Arcobel B.V., due to its small size.
Its modular design makes it possible to use parts of the design to
construct other serial data communication controllers.
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2. SOle/IDle eamunications with the IN'JEL 8044 drip.
The data ccmnunication particulars of the INI'EL 8044 chip will be
discussed. in this chapter. An introduction to the chip and its
typical environment will be given in the next paragraph. The rest
of the chapter will be dedicated. to the HDLC/SDLC coomunications
controller part of the chip.
2.1. General infonnatian an the 8044.
The INI'EL 8044 chip is a microcontroller containing a central
Processing Unit (CPU), a coomunications protocol controller, and
256 bytes of dual ported. RAM, accessible to both CPU and protocol
controller. The protocol controller, also referred. to as the
Serial Interface Unit (SIU), will be the subject of this study.
A subset of the IBM Syndrronous Data Link Control

(SDLC) protocol
called. the normal response mode is irrplemented. in the SIU
hardware. The High level Data Link Control (HDLC) protocol (or any
other protocol using the same frame format) is supported. by the
SIU. This however, requires far more software overhead since the
SIU only does the frame handling (assembling and disassembling) .

The chip is typically used. in stand alone applications requiring
medium to high speed. conmunication facilities (data rates up to
2.4 M:>s, e. g. control of a wide spread industrial process) or as
SDLC/HDLC front end in computer systems.
2.2. Architecture of the 8044.
The 8044 chip contains the same CPU core as used. in the 8031/51
series of microcontrollers. Furthermore it contains dual ported.
RAM and a Serial Interface Unit (SIU), which replaces the serial
port of the 8031/51 series.
The dual ported. RAM is accessible to both CPU and SIU but
concurrent access is prevented. by timing. The SIU operates under
control of the on chip CPU. So called. Special Function Registers
(SFR's) are used. by SIU and CPU to exchange status and control
information. Data bytes are passed. between CPU and SIU via the on
chip RAM. The SIU uses the Serial InternJPt (SI) facility to
interrupt the CPU.
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The SIU itself contains two major parts. The first part, called
the bit processor, handles all bit orientated aspects of the
SDLC/I-IDLC ccmm.mication protocol like :
-

Serial data clock recovery.
NRZI coding and decoding.
PatteI:Tl generation and recognition.
zero insertion and deletion.
Frame check sequence checking.
Serial to parallel conversion and vice versa.

The byte orientated corrmunication aspects are handled by the byte
processor. These aspects involve :
-

Address recognition.
Management of send and receive counters.
Management of SFR' s.
M:rnory management.
Protocol handling (limited).

The next two paragraphs describe the modes and options which are
supported by the SIU.
2.3. <:peration nodes of the Serial Interface Unit.

The Serial Interface Unit supports two modes :
- The Auto mooe.
- The Flexible mode.
When operated in Auto mode the SIU performs a subset of the SDLC
protocol in hardware, the SIU recognizes and responds to certain
kinds of SDLC frames without intervention of the 8044' s CPU. This
means that no cClITplex software is required. However, the SIU can
only be operated as secondary station, that is, it will transmit
data only when it is instructed to do so by the primary station.
When Flexible mode is selected, the reception or transmission of
each frame by the SIU is performed under control of the CPU. In
this mode the SIU can be either a primary or a secondary station.
At expense of greater software cClITplexity the SIU has become more
flexible. Flexible mode may also be used to illlplement the I-IDLC
protocol (with some limitations) .
During flexible mode operation, all protocol handling is done by
the 8044 CPU, in contrast with Auto mode operation, during which
part of the protocol handling is done automatically by the Serial
Interface Unit itself.
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2.3.1. 'Ihe Auto JIDCE.

To enable the SIU to receive a frame in the Auto mode the CPU
sets up a receive buffer - in the dual ported RAM. This is done by
loading two of the special function registers, the RES (Receive
Buffer Start) and RBL (Receive Buffer Is1gth ) registers. These
SER' s will be described later on in this chapter. A system nemory
map is given in figw:e 2.1. On reception of a frame, containing an
infonnation field (I frame) the SIU will load the infonnation
field in the receive-buffer, interrupt the CPU and transmit an
acknowlecigelrent when the frame was correct and the SIU was enabled
to transmit by the primary station.

<RESI
Received
Jntormelion
Field
Receive

<RES + RFLj

Buffer

f-------------

-------------------------- f - - - - - - - - f

f---------l

<RES + RBLI

<TBsl

Transmit
Buffer

1_________________

f---------l

<rES

+ TBLI

Figure 2_1: Example of an 8044 memory map.
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In addition to recelVlIlg I frames the SIU can respond to several
conmands fran the primary- station. These conmands are the RR
(receiver ready) ccmnand, the RNR (receiver not ready) coornand,
the REJ (reject) carmand and the UP (unnumbered poll, a comnand
used in the loop configuration) corrmand. M:>re details on this
subject can be found in the INTEL microcontroller handbook.
To enable the SIU to transmit a frame the CPU sets up a transmit
buffer in RAM by loading two SFR's, the TBS (Transmit Buffer
Start) and the TBL (Transmit Buffer Length) registers, and fills
the buffer with the infonnation to be transmitted. When the
transmit buffer is filled, the SIU autanatically transmits an
I frame with the correct sequence numbers as soon as it is polled
for information.
After transmission the SIU waits for the receiving station to
acknowledge the frame. When a frame arrives which does not contain
the requested acknowledgement, re-transmission takes place. After
a positive acknowledgement the CPU is interrupted to indicate that
the transmit buffer can be reloaded.
In addition to transmitting I frames the SIU can send receiver
status infonnation to the primary station by means of the RR
(receiver ready) and RNR (receiver not ready) responses.

2.3.2. 'Ihe Flexible m:xE.
When the SIU receives a frame during Flexible mode operation it
will interrupt the CPU. The CPU reads the control byte of the
frame by reading a SFR called the RCB (Received Control Byte)
register. When the received frame is an I frame the CPU also reads
the information field from the receive buffer.
In Flexible mode the 8044 can initiate transmissions without being
polled. To accomplish a transmission the CPU sets up the SIU and
enables it. The SIU will fonnat and transmit the desired frame.
The CPU is interrupted as soon as the transmission is completed,
independent of acknowledgements from the receiving station.

2.4.

~ions

of the serial Interface Unit.

The serial Interface Unit supports several comrn.mication options.
These options concern data clocking, frame fonnat, data encoding,
and so on.
The 8044 SIU contains a Digital Phase Locked Loop. This device can
be used to reconstruct the serial data clock from the incoming
data stream. When the DPLL is used, a reference clock signal 16
times the data rate is required. This clock signal can be
delivered by an external source, by an internal timer, or by the
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processor clock generator. A divide by two option is available, so
a reference signal of 32 times the datarate can also be used. If
the OPLL is not used, an exteznal clock signal is used as serial
data clock. M:::>re details on the six available clocking options are
given in the paragraph describing the Special Function Registers.
There are two other options available to support the use of the
OPLL. The first one is the NRZI coding option. NRZI (Non Return to
Zero Inverted) coding specifies that a signal does not change
state for a transmitted binary one, but does change state for a
transmitted binary zero. In combination with bitstuffing, which
delivers a data stream with no more than six contiguous ones,
NRZI encoding guarantees a transition in the transmitted signal at
least every six bit times. This way, the tracking process in the
OPLL can be supported.
Another option, supporting the OPLL, is the Pre Frame Sync (PFS)
option. This option supports the capture process of the OPLL. When
the PFS option is selected, two PFS bytes are transmitted before
the opening flag of each frame. When the NRZI encoding option is
selected these bytes are 00 hex. , otherwise 55 hex. bytes will be
used. In either case the transmitted data contains 16 transitions
(the NRZI encoded version of 00 hex. will be AA. hex. or 55 hex.),
enough for the receiver OPLL to lock in onto the data stream.
The Serial Interface Unit can operate in half duplex point-topoint or multipoint configurations, or in loop configurations. The
LCX)P option provides support to loop configurations. If the LCOP
option is selected, the SIU can only act as secondary station.
During LCX)p operation all incoming data will be re-transmitted
(bit-delayed) until a go ahead pattern (01111111, same as abort)
is found. If the SIU has data to transmit, it will append a frame
to the data stream. The SIU then changes the go ahead into a flag
(01111110), adds a one, and starts transmission of a frame. Such
LCX)p mode transmissions will be aborted when the SIU receives a
shutoff pattern (00000000) from the primary station.
other options involve the frame format used by the SIU. The
standard SOLe/HOLe frame consists of an 8 bit wide address field,
followed by an 8 bit wide control field, an information field, and
a 16 bit wide frame check sequence field. These fields are
enclosed by two flags, the oPening flag and the closing flag. The
closing flag may be replaced by a go ahead pattern if the frame is
the last frame in a loop mode transmission.
The address field contains the destination address of the frame.
The control field is used to pass on SOLe/HOLe status and control
information. Information bits to higher communication levels, are
contained in the information field (I field). The frame check
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sequence (FCS) field contains a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code
which protects the integrity of data contained in the other fields
in the frame.
The frame format options of the SIU concerns cxni.ssions of fields
out of the standard SOle/HOle frame. The No Frame 01eck Sequence
(NFCS) option is SUfPOrted during Auto and Flexible mode
operation. This option specifies the cxni.ssion the FCS field out of
the SOle/HOle frame. All other frame format options are only
supported when Flexible mode operation is used. The frame format
to be used is selected by three bits in the special function
registers, the NFCS and NB bits in the SM) (serial M)De) register,
and the AM bit in the STS (Status/Coomand) register. The following
frame formats are supported:

SM)

NB

and STS register (see next paragraph) :
AM

NFCS

000
010
001
011
110
111
100
101

FraIre format
Standard frame, Flexible mode.
Standard frame, Auto mode.
No FCS field, Flexible mode.
No FCS field, Auto mode.
No control field, Flexible mode.
No control and no FCS field,
Flexible mode.
No control and no address field,
Flexible mode.
No control, no address, and no FCS field,
Flexible mode.

The AM bit acts as Auto mode control bit when NB is zero, or
Address mode control bit when NB is one.

2.5. 111e Special Function Iafisters.

INTEL's 8044 chip contains a number of SPeCial Function
Registers. Eleven of these registers are used to control the SIU.
Three of them are used for the exchange of status and control
information, the others are used to exchange paraIreters. All
registers concerning the SIU will be described in this paragraph.
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2.5.1. Status arrl centrol registers.
SM): the contents of the SM) (serial MJDe) register detennines the
operation mode of the SIU. The contents of this register can only
be modified by the CPU which is only allowed when the SIU is
neither receiving, nor transmitting (the RTS and RBE bits in the
STS register must be zero). The bits in the SM) register are:
SM).0
SM:>.1
SM).2
SM).3
SM:>.4
SM).5
SM:>.6
SM:>.7

NFCS
NB
PFS
L(X)P
NRZI
5010
S011
SCM2

No FCS field in the SDLC frame.
Non-Buffered mode.
Pre Frame Sync mode.
Loop configuration.
NRZI coding option.
select Clock MJde, bit O.
Select Clock MOde, bit 1.
Select Clock MOde, bit 2.

The select Clock MOde (501(2,1,0»

bits indicate:

S01(2, 1, 0)

Clock mode, reference

Data rate

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Externally Clocked
Undefined
Self Clocked, Timer
Undefined
self Clocked, Ext. 16x
Self Clocked, Ext. 32x
Self Clocked, Int. Fixd.
self Clocked, Int. Fixd.

0

- 2.4

244 - 62.5
0
0

- 375
- 187.5
375
187.5

MJ/s
Kb/s
Kb/s
Kb/s
Kb/s
Kb/s

The data rate figures (valid for the 8044)
are based on a 12 Mhz crystal frequency.
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STS: The STS (Status/Control) register is used. by the Q>U to
transfer control information to the SIU and to get status
information fran the SIU. Certain bits in this register are
modifiable by both Q>U and SIU. The RBE, RTS, and TBF bits are
used. as semaphores to protect the access to other SFR' s.
STS.O

RBP

STS.l

AM

STS.2

OPB

STS.3
STS.4

BOV
SI

STS.5

RTS

STS.6

RBE

STS.7

TBF

Receive Buffer Protect. Writing in the receive
buffer is not allowed when this bit is set.
Auto mode/Addressed. mode. Selects Auto mode
when NB is zero. Selects Address mode when NB
is one. This bit can be modified. by the SIU.
Optional Poll Bit. Determines whether the SIU
generates an automatic response to an optional
poll. This bit can be modified. by the SIU.
Receive Buffer Overrun. M:xlifiable by the SIU.
Serial Interrupt. Interrupt to the Q>U. This
bit is set by the SIU and cleared by the Q>U.
Request To Send. RTS may be read or written by
the Q>U. The SIU will only modify this bit
during Auto mode operation.
Receive Buffer Einpty. This bit is used. by the
Q>U to signal the SIU that it is ready to
receive a frarre (the bit is set to one by the
Q>U). The SIU reports reception of a frarre by
resetting the bit.
Transmit Buffer Full. This bit is set by the
Q>U to indicate that the transmit buffer is
filled.. It can be cleared by the SIU.

NSNR: The NSNR (Send/Receive Count) register contains the send and
receive sequence numbers and serre error indications. The contents
of this register can be altered. by Q>U and SIU. The NSNR register
is not used. in Flexible mode. The bits in the register are:
NSNR.O SER
NSNR.l
NSNR.2
NSNR.3
NSNR.4

NRO
NRl
NR2
SES

NSNR.5 NSO
NSNR.6 NSI
NSNR.7 NS2

:!.o

Receive sequence Error.
NS (P) :I NS (R)
Receive sequence Counter, bit O.
Receive sequence Counter, bit 1.
Receive sequence Counter, bit 2.
Send sequence Error.
NP (P) :I NS (S) and
NP(P) :I NS(S) + 1
Send sequence Counter, bit O.
Send sequence Counter, bit 1.
Send sequence Counter, bit 2.

2.5.2. Paranel:er registers.
STAD: the STAD (Station Address) register contains the station
address. The CPU is only allowed to access the STAD register when
both RBE and RTS are zero, indicating that the SIU is not busy.
TBS: the TBS (Transmit Buffer Start) register points to a RAM
location where the first byte of the information field of the
frame to be transmitted has been stored by the CPU. The CPU is
only allowed to access this register when TBF is zero, indicating
that the SIU is not transmitting a frame.
TBL: the TBL (Transmit Buffer length) register contains the length
of the information field to be transmitted. TBL may contain zero.
The CPU is only allowed to access this register when TBF is zero
(indicating that the SIU is not busy transmitting a frame) .
TCB: the TCB (Transmit Control Byte) register contains the byte
which has to be placed in the control field of the frame to be
transmitted (only used in Flexible mode). The CPU is only allowed

to access the register when TBF is zero.
RBS: the RBS (Receive Buffer Start) register points to the RAM
location where the first byte of the information field of the
frame to be received has to be stored by the SIU. The CPU is only
allowed to access this register when RBE is zero, which indicates
that the SIU is not receiving a frame.
RBL: the RBL (Receive Buffer length) register contains the length
of the area in the on chip RAM, allocated for the information
field to be received. RBL may contain zero. CPU access to this
register is allowed only when RBE is zero.
RFL: the RFL (Received Field length) register contains the length
of the information field that has been received. RFL may contain
zero. CPU access to this register is allowed only when RBE is zero
(indicating that the SIU is not busy receiving a frame).
RCB: the RCB (Received Control Byte) register contains the control
field of the frame that has just been received. The CPU is only
allowed to access the register when RBE is zero.
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2.6. Initialization arrl

~on.

After a reset the SM), STS, and NSNR registers are cleared. The
serial interface unit is in an idle state. Before leaving this
state at least six registers must l:e loaded :
- STAD:
- SID :

To establish the station address.
To enter the proper operating mode and frarre
format.
- RES, RBL: To set up the receive buffer.
- TBS, TEL: To set up the transmit buffer.
Once these registers have been loaded, the user can enable the
serial interface unit to leave the idle state by writing in the
STS register.
In figure 2.2 the overall state diagram of the serial interface
unit is depicted. Figure 2.3 descril:es the receive processes for
Auto and Flexible mode operation. If the six registers descril:ed
above have been initialized, the Q>U enables the SIU to receive a
frame by setting the RBE bit in the STS register. The SIU waits
for a flag in the input data stream before proceeding with the
receive process.
End 01 Frame
f')exible Mode.

Start
TX

End 01 Frame
Auto )lode

End 01 Frame
Auto mode

SloTt RX

= RBE • FLAG

Stllrt TX

= RTS

Volt

. (eTS . LOOP

= (start RX

of

..j.

GA • LOOP)

start TX)

Figure 2.2: Serio} Inlerface Unit Slale Diagram.
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The first part of the incoming frame, the address field, will be
corrpa.red to the contents of the STAD register and to FF hex (being
the SDLC broadcast address). When the address matches, the receive
process continues. The control field of the frame will be stored
in the RCB register. If an information field is present, this
field will be stored in the receive buffer, except when Auto mode
has been selected and the REP bit in the STS register is set.
During reception, the frartE has been checked for CRC errors. When
the closing flag is found the check will be evaluated. If no CRC
error has occurred the SIU will finish the receive process by
executing a receive action.
The effect of the receive action depends on the operating mode.
When the SIU is used in flexible mode, the receive action consist
only of clearing the REE bit and setting the SI bit (both in the
STS register). During Auto mode operation, the receive action
consists of preparing an answer to the frarre that has been
received. This may effect the REE, RTS, SI, OOV, OPB, and AM bits
of the STS register, and all bits of the NSNR register. The
Flexible mode receive action only effects the REE, SI, and OOV
bits. M::>re details of the effect of the Auto mode receive action
in the INTEL Micro Controller Handbook.
After initialization the Cl'U can enable the SIU to transmit a
frarre by setting the RTS bit in the STS register (note: the Auto
mode receive action can also enable transmission by setting the
RTS bit). Figure 2.4 describes the Auto and Flexible mcxie transmit
processes. When RTS is set, the SIU waits for a CTS (or go ahead
when operating in loop mode) before it starts transmission.
During Auto mode operation three tyPes of frarres can be
transmitted, the Information frarre (or I frarre), the Receiver
Ready frarre (or RR frarre), or the Receiver Not Ready frarre (or RNR
frarre). An I frarre will be transmitted when new data is available
in the transmit buffer and the primary station is ready to accept
data. This is the case when the TBF bit is one and the last
received frame was not a RNR frame. When TBF is zero or the last
received frame was a RNR frarre, the REP bit in the STS register
will be checked. When this bit is set the receive buffer is
protected (the receiver is not ready to accept new data) so a RNR
frame will be transmitted. Otherwise a RR frarre will be
transmitted. In all frames the contents of the STAD register will
be used for the address field, the control field will be corrputed
by the SIU itself, and the contents of the transmit buffer will be
placed in the information field. Once a transmission is started it
can not be aborted by CPU or primary station.
During Flexible mode operation the CPU determines the tyPe of
frarre which will be transmitted. This means that the contents of
the control field will be conputed by the CPU. The SIU uses the
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contents of the STAD register for the address field, the contents
of the TCB register for the control field, and. the contents of the
transmit buffer for the infonnation field. A transmission may be
aborted by the CPU or by the primary station. The CPU aborts a
transmission by making the TBF bit zero. When loop mcx::ie operation
is selected, an abort sequence will be transmitted before the
transmission is aborted. The primary station aborts a transmission
by transmitting a shut-off pattern (00 hex.) during loop mcx::ie
operation or by making the crs signal zero.
Note that the TBF bit is used differently during Auto mcx::ie or
Flexible mcx::ie operation. In the first case the TBF bit is used to
determine the type of frame to be transmitted, in the second case
the TBF bit is used to invoke a CPU abort of a transmission. When
the CPU wishes to transmit a frame without infonnation field in
Flexible mode, it sets TBF, and loads the TEL register with zero.
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3. Functional decCIIpositian of the se.ri.al. Interface Unit.
The SDLC/HDLC controller functions of the 8044 are located in the
on chip serial Interfa~ Unit. In order to design a coopatible
SDLC controller these functions Imlst be isolated and classes of
related functions ImlSt be created. An architecture for the ASIC
Serial Interfa~ Unit can be distilled from of this functional
decorrposition. In this chapter the functions of the 8044 sru will
be distinguished and the resulting architecture will be discussed.

3.1. De<nrpositian of the 8044.
The serial Interfa~ Unit provides a link between a bit
orientated and a byte orientated environment, the first one being
the SDLC environment, the second one being the rnicropr~ssor
environment consisting of CPU and dual ported RAM. Therefore the
SIU perfonns functions on bits and other functions on bytes. This
leads to the first and most i.nportant decorrposition of the SIU,
the seParation of bit orientated and byte orientated functions.
Bit orientated functions are:
-

Regeneration of bit timing signals.
Sampling of the incoming serial data stream.
Producing of the outgoing serial data stream.
NRZI encoding and decoding.
Pattern detection and generation.
Zero insertion and deletion.
Automatic Frame Check sequence checking.
Automatic FCS generation.
serial to parallel conversion and vice versa.

Byte orientated functions are:
-

Address recognition.
Management of send and ~ive counters.
Management of SFR' s.
M2mory management.
Protocol handling (limited).

The bit orientated functions can be sutx:livided into three groups.
The first group consists of all functions con~rning the
synchronization of the external serial data signals (RXD, TXD,
RTS, and crS) to the internal pr~ssor clock signal (IPC signal)
to which all internal pr~sses are synchronized. These functions
include the recovery of bit timing signals and the sampling of
incoming and outgoing data streams with the external clock signal.
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'!he second group consists of all functions necessary to receive a
frame. Examples of this type of function are: NRZI decoding,
pattern detection, zero deleting, FCS checking, and serial to
parallel conversion.
The third group of functions contains all functions necessary to
transmit a frame like: NRZI encoding, pattern generation, zero
inserting, automatic FCS generation, and serial to parallel
conversion.
Further deconposition of the byte orientated
subject for further study.

functions

is a

3.2. '!be Resulting Serial Interface Unit architecture.

The deconposition mentioned above leads to an architecture as
depicted in figure 3.1. The ASIC SIU (from now on referred to as
SIU without the prefix ASIC), in this picture consists of a bit
processor (which handles the bit orientated. functions) and a byte
processor (handling the byte orientated functions) .
The bit orientated. functions of the first group are handled by
the bit processor synchronizer, which will be described in the
next chapter (chapter 4). Chapter 5 describes the bit processor
receiver which performs the second group of bit based. functions.
The third group of functions is handled by the bit processor
transmitter, as described in chapter 6. A fourth bit processor
machine is necessary to coordinate the receiver and transmitter
functions. '!his machine is the bit processor RX/TX manager which
is described in chapter 7.
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Figure 3.1: Decomposition of the Serial Interfece Unit.

4. The bit processor synchronizer.
4.1. General.

The bit processor perfonns operations on signals which are
synchronous to the external serial data clock. This clock nms on
another frequency than the internal processor clock (CLK) which
controls all processes in the SIU.
To make a full synchronous SIU design, the external signals must
be synchronized to CLK as soon as they enter the SIU, and must be
synchronized to the serial data clock whenever they leave the SIU.
To enable the SIU to receive serial data from, and transmit data
to an INIEL 8044 chip, the SIU must adhere to the 8044 specifications on synchronization.
Synchronization of the incoming signals is perfonned. by sarrpling
these signals using the serial data clock signal as sarrple clock.
These sarrpled signals are read during the first CLK cycle after
sarrpling. Synchronization of the outgoing signals is done in a
similar way.
Another synchronizer task is to recover the serial data clock from
the incoming serial data when required. The serial data clock may
be supplied to the SIU separately, but it may also be contained in
the incoming serial data stream. In that case regeneration of the
serial data clock is required. Serial data clock recovery is
perfonned. by a Digital Phase Locked Loop (DPLL).
All functions mentioned above are provided by the bit processor
synchronizer. The circuitry of this synchronizer is illustrated in
figure 4.1.
4.2. Serial data clock reaJVery.
Serial data clock recovery from the RXD signal is perfonned. by
the Digital Phase Locked Loop (DPLL) state machine. Status and
control i/o signals of this machine are:
EN DPLL:

Enable signal from clock control logic.

Data i/o signals of this machine are
RXD:

SCLK:
BITCLK:

external receive data input.
external serial data clock input.
output to the bit timing generator.

The need for clock recovery is indicated by the value of the
EN DPPL signal which is produced by the clock control logic. When
EN DPLL is zero, the serial data clock signal is supplied to the
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Figure 4.1: The Bitprocessor Synchronizer.

bit processor separately from the RXD signal, by means of the SCLK
signal. In this case the DPLL is disabled. and the SCLK signal is
internally connected. to BITCLK signal, which represents the serial
data clock.
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When EN DPLL is one, the BITCLK signal must be recovered frem the
RXD signal. In this case the SCLK signal is treated as a
reference clock signal having a frequency of sixteen ti.nes the
frequency of the serial data clock.
The BITCLK signal is recovered by using a modulo 16 free running
counter (using the SCU< signal as clock signal). The count must be
decrenented by one (or incremented by one) whenever a transition
in the RXD signal occurs after (before) the count has reached the
value of eight.
This principle is illustrated in the state diagram in figure 4.2.
The DPLL state machine depicted in this figure changes state
during each CLK cycle. The only input signal is the imaginary
TRANS signal. This signal is active during a CLK cycle in which a
transition in the input signal (RXD) takes place, and zero during
all other CLK cycles. If TRANS would be zero during all states of
the DPLL, the DPLL showed in figure 4.2 would be a normal modulo
16 counter, counting CLK cycles.
When a transition in the RXD signal occurs and the DPLL is in a
state with a number smaller than eight, the DPLL skips a state, so
the internal count value is incremented by one. When the transition occurs when the DPLL is in a state with a number higher than
eight, the DPLL remains in the same state, so, the internal count
is decremented by one. When the DPLL is in state eight, the next
state will be state nine, regardless of the value of the TRANS input signal.
As a result, this DPPL will reach a state during which the tran-

sitions in the RXD signal appear when the machine is in state
eight. If the output value one is assigned to all states with a
number smaller than eight and zero to the other states, the DPLL
delivers a 50% duty cycle output signal with rising edges in the
middle of each bitcell. A bitcell is the unit of time during which
a input data bit is valid.
A disadvantage of the theoretical machine described above is that
it requires a TRANS input signal, since it has no means of detecting transitions in the RXD signal. The practical realization of
figure 4.3 is capable of detecting transitions itself. The pricipIe of the machine is the same as the one of figure 4.2, however
the number of states has been doubled. The states have been divided into "zero states" and "one states". The machine is in one of
the zero states as long as the value of the RXD signal is zero.
The machine enters the one states as soon as the value of the RXD
signal changes to one. The zero states are entered again when the
value of the RXD signal changes bach to zero. This way, transition
detection is perfonned.
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The practical machine of figure 4.3 uses one more flipflop than
the theoretical one of figure 4.2 to perform transition detection.
A dedicated transition detection machine (as described. in paragraph 4.3) would cost at least two flipflops. However, master
slave type flipflops must be used in the design to prevent metastable conditions.
The result of using such a sixteen times oversampling DPLL is that
the serial data clock signal can be reproduced with an accuracy
better than 6.5 %• Independent of the value of the EN DPLL
signal, the DPLL state machine delivers a 50% duty cycle clock
signal with its rising edges in the middle of each bitcell.
4.3. Synchroni.zation of the serial data clock.

The BITCLK signal coming from the DPLL circuitry is still not
synchronized to the CI.K signal. The next step in the process of
synchronizing the bit processor and the SDr.c envirorurent is to
create two synchronized versions of the BITCLK signal. These two
signals, LOHI and HlLO, are produced. by the bit timing generator
state machine. This machine has the following i/o signals:
BITCLK:
CI.K:

LOHI:
HlLO:

input (clock) signal from the DPLL.
system clock input signal.
synchronization output signal to the receiver state
machines.
synchronization output signal to the transmitter
state machines.

The bit timing generator state machine generates a LOHI signal
during the first CI.K clock cycle after the detection of a rising
edge in the BITCLK signal. This means that there is at least one
CI.K cycle (or two CI.K cycles at most) between the rising edge of
the BITCLK signal and the rising edge of the LOHI signal. The LOHI
strobe is active for the duration of one CI.K cycle.
A HlLO signal is generated during the first CI.K clock cycle after
detection of a falling edge in the BITCLK signal. This leaves at
least one (or two, at most) CI.K cycle between the falling edge of
the BITCLK signal and the rising edge of the HlLO signal. The HlLO
strobe has a duration of one CI.K cycle.
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The LORI and RILO signals can be cooputed by the circuitry of
figure 4.4. The BITCLK signal is sampled (using the CLK signal as
clock signal) in the sample flipflop, while the previously sampled
value of the signal is being stored in the store flipflop. If the
sample flipflop contains a one and the store flipflop contains a
zero, a rising edge has been detected. A falling edge has been
detected when the sample flipflop contains a zero and the store
flipflop contains a one. Both flipflops must be master/slave or
two phase clocked types to reduce the risk of metastable conditions.
The use of the LORI and RILO control signals for synchronization
purposes and how this effects the maxi.mu:m achievable datarate,
will be described in the next paragraphs.
4.4. Synchronization of serial data.

The 8044 specifications prescribe that the RXD signal is sampled
on the rising edges of the BITCLK signal while the TXD signal is
generated on the trailing edges.
Sampling of the RXD signal is done by an edge triggered flipflop.
This positive edge triggered flipflop delivers the value of the
RXD input signal on the RXD (internal) signal after each rising
edge of the BITCLK signal. This data bit must be processed by the
receiver state machines before the next rising edge of the BITCLK
signal. This is guaranteed by using the LORI strobe from the bit
timing generator to enable the receiver state machines, since this
(synchronous) strobe indicates that data has been loaded in the
sample flipflop.
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Synchronization of the TXD is done in a similar way. A negative
edge triggered flipflop is used to sample the TXD (internal) signal
from the transmitter state machines. This way, a new output bit is
produced on the TXD output signal every time a falling edge occurs
in the BITCLK signal. The data bit must be available fran the
transmitter machines slightly before the falling edge because of
the setup time of the flipflop. This is guaranteed by using the
HILO strobe from the bit timing state machine to enable the
transmitter machines, since this strobe indicates that the last
data bit has been transmitted.
Figures 4.5 and 4. 6 illustrate the use of the LOHI and HlLO
strobes. Two timing diagrams are given, one displays the timing of
the receive data stream, the other displays the timing of the
transmit data stream.
The preparation time of a new data bit puts an upper limit on the
maximum achievable datarate. The status of the RXD signal is
updated on the falling edge of the BITCLK signal. The worst case
delay time between this falling edge and the rising edge of the
resulting LOHI strobe is two CIK cycles. This means that a new
data bit is produced by the transmitter state machines three CLK
cycles after the falling edge of the BITCLK cycle. So this way of
synchronization reduces the maximum datarate to one third of the
eLK frequency.
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-4.5. Syndlronization of the haOOshake signals.
The handshake signals crs
(input)
and RTS
(output)
are
synchronous to the serial data clock. If a non-loop, externally
clocked operation mode is selected, CTS IIU.lSt be sarrpled on the
falling edge of the BITCU< signal and RTS must be produced on the
rising edge. During all other non-loop operation modes crs is
sarrpled on the rising edge while RTS is prcx:iuced on the falling
edge. These are INTEL 8044 specifications. During loop operation,
the external RTS and crs signals are not used.
Synchronization of the crs input signal is provided by an edge
triggered sarrple flipflop and a second flipflop which is enabled
by one of the I.OHI or HII.O synchronization strobes. The EDGE
signal from the clockmode control logic indicates whether crs must
be sarrpled on the rising or on the falling edge of the BITCLK
signal. The EDGE signal controls two multiplexers. The output of
the first one is connected to the a< input of the sarrple
flipflop. It detennines whether the sarrple flipflop operates on
the rising edge or on the falling edge of the BITCU< signal. The
other multiplexer detennines whether the I.OHI or the HII.O strobe
is used to enable the second flipflop. When the EDGE signal is
low, the crs signal is sarrpled on the rising edge of the BITCLK
signal and is available to the other bit processor state machines
at the falling edge of the I.OHI strobe. When the EDGE signal is
high the falling edge and the HII.O strobe are used for
synchronization.
Synchronization of the RTS signal is perfonned in a similar way,
however, the function of the EDGE signal is different. When the
EDGE signal is low, the RTS signal will be produced on the
falling edge of the BITCLK signal. When the EDGE signal is high,
RTS will be updated on the rising edge of the BITCLK signal.
-4.6. Synchronization of the RX/TX signal.
The RX/TX (internal) signal from the RX/TX manager is a control
signal which can be used to control the direction of an external
line transceiver. This transceiver must be used when there is only
one corrmunication channel available to the serial Interface Unit
(half duplex conrnunication). A low RX/TX signal indicates that
the SIU is in receiving mode, so the transceiver direction must be
switched inward. A high RX/TX signal indicates that the transceiver direction must be switched outward.
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The RX/TX (internal) signal goes high before the HlLO strobe that
enables the bit processor transmitter to produce the first bit of
a transmission. The first bit is available to the synchronizer
(TXD internal) after the trailing edge of the HlLO strobe. The TXD
signal will be updated after the trailing edge of the BITCIK signal. The external transceiver ITUlst be switched at this rnc:xrent.
This can be done by synchronizing the internal RX/TX signal to the
BITCLK signal, the same way the TXD (internal) signal is synchronized. Therefore a falling edge triggered flipflop (triggered. by
the BITCLK signal) and a sample flipflop (enabled by the HlLO
signal) ITUlst be used. This way the RX/TX signal will change state
simultaneously with the RXD signal.
4.7. Controller functions.

Two control signals, the EIX;E and the EN DPIL signal, have been
mentioned in previous paragraphs. The value of the EIX;E signal
determines how the RTS and crs signals are synchronized, the value
of the EN DPIL signal determines whether the DPIL is used or not.
The values of the two control signals are computed by the
clockrnode control logic. Status input signal to this piece of
combinatorial logic are:
8010:
SCMl..
SQ12

LCX)P:

The SQ1x signals are status signals coming from the
RX/TX manager. They indicate the user selected
clock mode (see chapter 1).
The LCX)P signal coming from RX/TX manager indicates
whether loop mode operation has been selected.

When the SQ1x signals are all zero, the externally clocked mode
has been selected so the DPIL ITUlst be disabled. For all other
values of the SQ1x signals the DPIL must be enabled. This leads to
the following boolean expression for EN_DPIL:
EN DPIL

= 8010 +

SCMl.. + S012

When the SQ1x and the LCX)P signals are zero, the non-loop
externally clocked operating mode has been selected. This means
the crs signal must be sampled on the falling edge of the BITCLK
signal so the EIX;E signal must be made high. The boolean
expression for EIX;E is:
EIX;E

= NOT (SCMO + son +

SQ12

+ LCX)P)

The clockmode control circuitry contains the logic realizing these
two functions.
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4.8. Initialization.
The bit processor synchronizer must be reset at power up.
Activating the RESET signal resets the contents of all flipflops
in the synchronizer datapath. Furthermore the DPLL and bit timing
generator state machines are placed in their reset states. For the
bit timing generator this means that the contents of both internal
flipflops will be zero after reset.
To avoid data errors caused by the clock gating used in the
synchronization circuits for the RTS and crs signals, the clock
mode and the loop mode options must be chosen before any data
transmission or reception is required. This, however, is part of
the standard initialization procedure as described in chapter one.
4.9. Interfaces.

The bit processor synchronizer is connected to all other bit
processor machines. The interface to the receiver consists of two
signals:
LOHI:

Control output signal which validates
the RXD (internal) signal.

RXD (int): Sanpled receive data output signal.
The interface to the transmitter consists of:
HILO:

Control output signal instructing the transmitter to
UPdate the TXD (internal) signal.

TXD (int): Synchronous transmit data input signal.
The interface to the RX/TX manager consists of seven signals.
These signals are:
LOHI and: Output signals used to synchronize the processes in the
HILO
RX/TX manager.
RX/TX:
(int)

Input signal from the RX/TX manager, used to switch an
external line transceiver.

S010:

These three status input signals indicate the user
selected clock mode.

Soo.

S012
LCX)P:
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This status input signal indicates whether loop mode
operation has been selected.

The external serial interface (or SDLC interface) consists of six
signals. These signals are:
RXD:

Receive data input signal.

TXD:

Transmit data output signal.

RTS:

Request To

crS:

Clear To

SCLK:

Clock input signal used as BITCLK signal or as reference
clock input to the DPPL.

RX/TX:

Output signal
transceiver.

send output signal.

send inPUt signal.

used

to

control

an

external

line
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5. '1lle bit processor receiver.

5.1. General.
The bit processor receiver receives ineaning frames, and builds 8
bit wide words (bytes) for use by the byte processor. Flag and go
ahead patterns are to be removed from the frame before it is
passed on to the byte processor.

Handling of the ineaning bit stream involves the functions listed
below. The bit processor receiver perfo:rms:
- NRZI decoding.
- Patte:rn detection.
- Zero deletion.
- FCS checking.
serial to parallel conversion.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the bit processor receiver diagram. This
diagram consists of two levels. The upper level contains the
Control Units (OJ) of all receiver state machines, the lower level
contains the Processing Units (PU) of these machines. This way,
each receiver state machine is divided into a Control Unit and a
Processing Unit.
All state machines are reset when the RESET input signal is
activated. The dashed line indicates that the RESET signal is
connected to all Control Units. The distribution of the RESET
signal over the Processing Units is handled by each individual
Control Unit. All receiver state machines use the same clock
signal (CLK) to clock their inte:rnal memory elements. The
distribution of this CLK signal is not visible in figure 5.1.
In this chapter all receiver state machines will be discussed.
Initialization of these machines and their exte:rnal interfaces
will be discussed in the two final paragraphs of this chapter.
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Interface to RX/rx manager.
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5.2. NRZI decoding.

Inccrning data may be NRZI (Non-Retum-to-Zero
NRZI encoding specifies that a signal does not
transmitted binary one, but does change state
binary zero. NRZI decoding is perfonred by the
machine.

Inverted) encoded.
change state for a
for a transmitted
NRZI decoder state

The NRZI decoder Control Unit (OJ) receives the LOHI signal from
the synchronizer and the NRZI signal from the RX/TX manager. The
LOHI signal validates the RXD (internal) signal, the NRZI signal
indicates whether the RXD (internal) signal is NRZI encoded or not.
The NRZI decoder OJ is only an interconnection unit. It produces
the control signals to the Processing Unit (PU) by connecting NRZI
to DECODE, and LOHI to ENABIE. The RESET signal is also passed to
the NRZI decoder PU.
The NRZI decoder PU stores the value of the RXD (internal) signal
when it is enabled to do so by the ENABIE signal. During the same
ENABIE strobe, the previously stored value is forwarded to a
second memory element. Both values are corrpared by an Exclusive
NOR gate. A difference between the two values indicates that a
transition has occurred in the RXD (internal) signal, so a zero has
been received. When both values match, a one has been received.
The output of the Exclusive NOR gate contains the NRZI decoded
RXD (internal) signal. This signal is passed on to the pattern
detector and to the bit processor transmitter when the DECODE
signal is active, otherwise the RXD (internal) signal is directly
connected to the pattern detector. Possible circuitry for the NRZI
decoder Processing Unit is given in figure 5.2.
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5.3. Pattern detection.
During SDIL/HDIL camn.mications, the incoming data stream must be
monitored for three patterns:
- FLAG (01111110): this pattern is used to mark the start and
the end of an SOIL/HIDC frarre.
- ABORT/GO
AHEAD
(01111111) :
during
non-loop
mode
transmissions this pattern is used by the transmitter to
indicate that it has aborted the current transmission and
that the part of the frarre which has already been received
must be discarded (abort). During loop mode transmissions
this pattern marks the end of the last frame in a queue of
frames (go ahead) .
- SHUT OFF (00000000): this pattern is inportant during loop
mode transmissions. It causes the transmitter to abort its
current transmission.
Furthermore the flag and abort (go ahead) patterns must be
removed from the frame before it is passed on to the byte
processor. The pattern detector is included in the design to
perform these functions. It monitors the incoming data stream for
patterns and, whenever a pattern has been detected, the event is
reported to the RX/TX manager. The destruction of flag and abort
pattern is done by an eight bit shift register in the pattern
detector Processing Unit.
This Processing Unit consists of an eight bit shift register
(rrentioned above) and a piece of decoding logic. All incoming
data bits are received in the shift register, which shifts in a
new data bit when it is enabled to do so by the ENABIE strobe
from the pattern detector Control Unit (which equals the LOHI
strobe from the synchronizer). When the RESET signal is active,
the register is preset with ones, so at least eight new data bits
must be shifted in the register after a reset before one of the
patterns mentioned above is contained in the register.
The decoding logic operates on all eight bits of the shift
register and if these eight bits form a flag, abort, or shut off
pattern the corresponding output signal to the Control Unit is
activated. The outgoing bits of the shift register are passed on
to the next Processing Unit in the design, the FCS checker PU.
The Control Unit of the pattern detector consists of an interconnection part and a state machine part. The interconnection part
directly connects the RESET and LOHI input signals to the Processing Unit and routes the FLAG, ABORT, and SHUTOFF signals to the
RX/TX manager.
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The state machine part is used to conpute a.· synchronization signal
(DAV, DAta Valid) for the RX/TX manager. The DAV signal is generated when seven bits have been shifted into the shiftregister
after a flag has been detected. It remains active until a new flag
in the input data has been found.
The state diagram of the pattern detector Control Unit is
displayed in figure 5.3. In this figure two boolean expressions
have been abbreviated to make the picture more clear. These
expressions are:
RESET

= RESET

FLAG == FlAG * NON (RESET)
LORI

= LORI * NON (RESET) * NON (FLAG)

At reset the CO is placed in the RESET state which will be left
when a flag has been detected. The CO then enters the FLAG state
from which it starts counting LORI strobes. When seven LORI
strobes have been counted the CO will be in the "7" state and DAV
will be activated. The "7" state will only be left when a reset is
activated or a flag pattern occurs.

PL~C

PUC·

: LOHl
:(si.alelil :I 10 ~)
o

. . . 1.·

Figure 5.3: Pattern uelecloT ConlroL
(Stele Diagr"am)
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When the DAV signal goes active, the first valid (non-flag) bit
after a flag will be available fran the pattern detector after the
next WHI strobe. This will cause the RX/TX manager to reset the
zero deleter, FCS checker, and converter machines and to enable
them to process data during the next IDHI strobes. This way, the
opening flag of a frane never reaches the byte processor. When a
closing flag is found in the shift register, the RX/TX manager
disables the sane machines before the closing flag reaches the
byte processor, so this flag is destroyed too.
Note that the pattern detector and the NRZI decoder are always
active, even when the bit processor is transmitting, since
detection of shut off patterns can influence the transmitter.
5.4.

zero

deletion.

During transmission of a frane extra zeroes are inserted in the
address, control, and infonnation fields of a SDLe/HOLe frane by
the transmitter after each sequence of five consecutive ones. The
purpose of this zero insertion or bit stuffing is to prevent flag,
abort or go ahead imitation by the data between two flags.
At the receiver these extra, inserted, zeroes have to be removed
before data is transferred to the byte processor. This is done by
a state machine, called the zero deleter. The zero deleter has no
Processing Unit, only a Control Unit. This OJ conputes the HOlD
output signal which is used to control the FCS checker and the
serial to parallel converter. These machines will not process
data when the HOlD signal is active.
The zero deleter is basically a modulo six counter. It is enabled
by the EN PATH and the WHI signal. It's count value can be reset
to zero by the RST PATH signal from the RX/TX manager or by the
external RESET signal. In figure 5.4 the state diagram of the
zero deleter Control Unit is illustrated.
The zero deleter sanples the output of the pattern detector during
each WHI strobe. When the sanpled data bit is one, the count
value is incremented by one, otherwise the count value is reset to
zero. When the count value reaches five, five consecutive ones
have been processed by the receiver. The next bit must be deleted.
The zero deleter will activate the HOlD signal until the next WHI
strobe. After this strobe, the count value is reset to zero and
the HOlD signal is deactivated. During the active period of the
HOlD signal, the FCS checker and the serial to parallel converter
are disabled. This way one bit is deleted.
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-I

OJ'll

ONE = LOHJ ~ EN-PATH' DATA

=

ZERO
LOHI' EN-PATH >NON{DATA)
RSJ' = R~ ~ RST-PATH

Figure 5.4: Zero De]eter Control.
(Stale Diagram)

5 _5 _ Frarre 01eck 5equence dlecki.ng.
The HDLC!SDLC protocol guarantees data integrity by means of a
build in error detecting cede. A Frame Check Sequence field is
included in the SDLC frame, which contains the remainder of a
modulo 2 division of the data in the address, control, and
infonnation fields by a so called generator polynomial. This
generator polynomial is according to the CCITT recorrmendations
x 15 + x 12 + x 5 + 1, so the FCS field must be 16 bits wide.
By adding the remainder of the division to the frame at the
transmitter, the data between the opening and closing flag of the
frame is made a multiple of the generator polynomial. If, at the
receiver, a frame is found that does not meet this condition, a
FCS error is detected. The occurrence of a FCS error detects all
single bit errors, all even numbers of errors, all burst errors
shorter than 16 bits, 99.997 % of all 17 bit long burst errors,
and 99.998 % of all burst errors longer than 18 bits.
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At bit processor level, the contents of the FCS field must be
checked by the bit processor receiver. The byte processor is
infonred whenever a FCS error is detected, and decides whether a
frames must be discarded. FCS checking is done by the FCS checker
state machine.
The Processing Unit of the FCS checker, copied fran the graduation
report of ir. A. Klip (see literature), is depicted in figure 5.5
(together with the FCS O1ecker COntrol Unit). A Linear Feedback
Shift Register (IFSR) is used to perform the modulo 2 division
mentioned above in hardware. It is controlled by two signals;
ENABIE and PRELOAD.

The FCS checking starts when the PRELOAD signal goes active. The
register is preloaded with ones. The ENABIE signal has a duration
of one eLK cycle and it enables the register to process one data
bit. The contents of the register (the remainder of the modulo 2
division) is continuously monitored by the monitor logic. When
the register contains FOB8 the data received so far is a multiple
of the generator polynomial. This is reported to the FCS checker
control unit by the FRAME-oK signal.
The FCS checker COntrol Unit only contains logic. The FRAME-oK
signal is directly connected to the RX/TX manager, it is only
sanpled by this machine when the frarre has been completely
received. The OJ carputes the PRELOAD signal out of the RESET and
RST-PATH signals using the following boolean expression:
PRELOAD = RST-PATH + RESET
The boolean expression for the ENABIE signal is:
ENABIE = EN-PATH

*

LOHI

* NON (HOlD)

During operation the RX/TX manager prepares the FCS checker by
activating the RST-PATH (ReSeT PATH) signal prior to activating
the EN-PATH (ENable PATH) signal.
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5.6. serial to Parallel Conversion.

Processes so far have been bit orientated. The last function of
the bit processor receiver is to convert the incoming serial bit
stream into a stream of bytes and to forward these bytes to the
byte processor. The byte processor is included in the design to
perform the byte orientated processes (eg. address recognition).
Serial to Parallel conversion is performed by the converter state
machine, which consists of a Processing Unit and a Control Unit.
The converter Processing Unit contains a serial loadable,
parallel readable (shift) register. This register shifts in new
data from the FCS checker (in fact from the pattern detector) when
ENABlE is active. The eight shift register bits are always
available on the our (0: 7) signals. The RESET signal resets the
contents of the register to 00 hex.
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The converter Control Unit consists of a piece of combinatorial
logic and a state machine. Logic is used to generate the RESET and
ENABLE signals to the Processing Unit. The Boolean expressions
realized by this logic are:
RESET (inte:rnal reset) = RST-PATH + RESET (system reset)
ENABLE

=

EN-PATH * LDHI * NON (HOlD)

The state machine generates the OOAV (Output DAta Valid) signal to
the byte processor. The byte processor uses OOAV to control its
input data buffer. OOAV indicates that the eight oor signals
contain a valid data byte which must be read by the byte
processor. Worst case, the output data byte is valid for only two
CLK cycles so there is no ti.m= available for a handshake mechanism
between bit- and byte processor (OOAV will be active during those
two CLK cycles) .
The state machine part of the converter CU consists of a modulo
eight counter which is enabled by the ENABLE signal and reset by
the internal RESET signal both generated by the combinatorial
logic. The state diagram of this machine is given in figure 5.6.
Note that it is not a standard modulo eight counter since an extra
reset state is added. After reset the machine will enter this
state, the OOAV output will be low. This way, the OOAV signal will
not be activated directly after reset as would be the case in a
standard modulo eight counter which enters state eight (usually
called state zero) after reset. The additional reset state
prevents the writing of an illegal byte to the byte processor.
5.7. Initialization.

At power up, the bit processor is initialized by the RESET signal.
The pattern detector PU shift register will be loaded with ones so
at least eight new bits have to be shifted in before a pattern
will be recogniZed. The counters in the pattern detector CU, zero
deleter CU, and the converter CU are reset tc zero.
The NRZI decoder and the pattern detector will function as long as
the chip remains powered up. The other machines, however are used
only when a frame is being received. This means that it must be
possible to reset these machines during power up, just before they
have to process new data.
The RST-PATH input signal provides this facility, it is issued by
the RX/TX manager after a flag has been detected by the pattern
detector. An advantage of this reset mechanism is that the FRAMEOK signal will be valid during the complete time interval between
the end of a frame and the beginning of the next one.
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ENABLE
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RE3BT

FJgure !).6: Converler Control.
(State Diagram)

5.8. Interfaces.

In this paragraph the interfaces of the bit processor receiver to
the other bit processor components and to the byte processor will
be listed. The largest interface is the one to the RX/TX manager.
The signals concerning this interface are:
NRZI:

This corrmand from the RX/TX manager orders the bit
processor receiver to NRZI deco:ie the incoming data
stream.

RST-PATH: This corrmand is the response from the RX/TX manager to a

DAV status signal from the bit processor receiver. In
the receiver the zero deleter, FCS checker, and converter state machines are reset by this corrmand so that
they are ready to process new data.
'm-PATH:

This corrmand is issued by the RX/TX manager after a RSTPATH corrmand. It enables the zero deleter, FCS checker,
and converter state machines to start processing the
data stream from the pattern detector.
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DAV:

'!his status signal to the RX/TX manager indicates that
seven bits have been processed by the byte processor
after' the detection of a flag. It bec<:>rres available
after the trailing edge of the IffiI strobe.

FlAG:

'!his status signal reports the detection of a flag
pattern to the RX/TX manager. It changes state on the
trailing edge of a WHI strobe.

ABORT:

'!his status signal reports the detection of a abort (go
ahead) pattern to the RX/TX manager. It changes state on
the trailing edge of a WHI strobe.

SHUTOFF:

'!his status signal reports the detection of a shut off
pattern to the RX/TX manager. It changes state on the
trailing edge of a LOHI strobe.

FRAME-OK:

'!his status signal continually reports the result of the
FCS checker modulo 2 division in process. The signal is

frozen when the EN-PATH signal is de-activated and
reset to zero when the RST-PATH signal is activated.
The interface to the byte processor consists of an output bus and
a data valid signal:
OUT (0: 7): These eight signals form an eight bit wide output data

bus to the byte processor. Data on this bus is validated
by the CDAV signal. Worst case, the data is valid for
only two CLK cycles.
OOAV:

'!his signal validates the data output signals on the
The end of an incoming frame is signaled
to the byte processor when the OOAV and FlAG signals
(or GOAHEAD for loop mode operation) are both active.

0UT(O:7) bus.

The interface to the bit processor synchronizer consists of:
RXD (int): The RXD internal signal contains data bits sanpled by

the bit processor synchronizer on the rising edge of the
BITCLK signal. RXD internal contains valid data when the
LOHI strobe is active.
LOHI:

This signal validates the RXD internal signal.

The interface to the bit processor transmitter consists of:
RXBIT:
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'!his output signal from the NRZI decoder is routed to
the bit processor transmitter for re-transmission when
the Serial Interface Unit is operated in loop mode.

6. The bit processor transmitter.
6.1. General.

The bit processor transmitter cooposes a SDLC/HDLC frane using
bytes generated by the byte processor. This involves the following
functions :
NRZI encoding.
generation of NRZI synchronization bits.
pattern generation.
zero insertion.
serial to parallel conversion.
- FCS generation.
-

These functions are performed under control of the RX/TX manager
state machine. Figure 6.1 illustrates the bit processor transmitter diagram which consists of two levels. The upper level contains
the Control Units (CO) of all transmitter state machines, the
lower level contains the Processing Units (PU) of these machines.
Each transmitter state machine is divided into a Control Unit and
a Processing Unit.
All state machines are reset when the RESET input signal is
activated. The dashed line indicates that the RESET signal is
connected to all Control Units. The distribution of the RESET
signal over the Processing Units is handled by each individual
Control Unit. All transmitter state machines use the same clock
signal (CLK) to clock their internal memory elements. The
distribution of this CLK signal is not visible in figure 6.1.
In this chapter the transmitter state machines will be discussed.
Initialization of these machines and their external interfaces
will be discussed in the two final paragraphs of this chapter.
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Figure 6.1: The Bit Processor Transmitter.
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6.2. NRZI encoding.

To assist the DPLL (Digital Phase Locked Loop) at the receiving
station in recovering the serial data clock, the bit processor
transmitter supports NRZI encoding. NRZI encoding specifies that
a signal does not change state for a transmitted one, but does
change state for a transmitted zero. NRZI encoding, combined with
bitstuffing (zero insertion) guarantees a transmitted signal which
changes state at least every six bit times.
NRZI encoding is provided by the NRZI encoder state machine, which
consists of a Control Unit and a Processing Unit. The control Unit
cormeets the HlLO strobe (which enables all transmitter processes)
to the Processing Unit ENABlE signal. The NRZI signal (which indicates whether NRZI encoding is required or not) is cormected to
the DECODE control signal.
The Processing Unit is enabled to process data from one of the
transmitter data sources (the Delay Line, the Pattern Generator,
the FCS Generator, or the Converter) when the ENABlE signal is
aetive. When ENCODE is high, data processing consists of NRZI
encoding the data bit before it is passed on to the TXD (internal)
signal. When ENCODE is low, the data bit will be forwarded to the
TXD internal signal without encoding.
Possible circuitry for the NRZI encoder is given in figure 6.2. A
flipflop stores the previously transmitted value of the TXD signal
and another stores the data bit from the transmitter data sources.
Both flipflops are enabled by the ENABlE signal. The outputs of
both memory elements are inputs to an exclusive NOR gate. When the
data bit is one, the TXD signal will equal the previously transmitted value. When the bit is zero, RXD will be inverted.
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Figure 6.2: NRZI Encoder circuitry.
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6.3. Data source selection.
The bit processor transmitter design contains four possible data
sources. Transmit data can be generated by the delay line (see
next paragraph), the pattern generator, the FCS generator, or the
parallel to serial converter. Switches are included in the design
to cormect the proper information source to the NRZI encoder.
Switching of the data stream is perforrred by two Imlltiplexers,
mux A and mux B. M.1x B switches between the outputs of the FCS
generator and the parallel to serial converter. Mux A receives
data from the delay line, the pattern generator, and mux B (via
mux C, which will be discussed later) .
The control signals to mux A and mux B are generated by a piece
of combinatorial logic (MJX CONTROL) which uses the signals on the
MUX-eoNTROL bus as inputs. Each data source, except the delay
line, delivers one signal to this bus.
MJX-eoNTROL-l, abbreviated M:;-l, cones from the pattern generator and it is active when the output of the pattern generator
contains valid data. Likewise, M:;-2 and M:;-3 validate output data
from the converter and from the FCS generator respectively.
During normal operation, no more than one of the M:;-X signals
will be active at any time. The mux control logic is defined by
the function table listed below:
M:;-l M:;-2 M:;-3
0
0
0

1

1

x

0
0

A(O) A(l)

0
1

x
x

0
0
0

1
1

0

1

0

B

x I
0 I
1 I
x I

selected
Delay line
FCS Gen.

Converter
Patte Gen.

The corresponding equations for M:;-l to M:;-3 are:
A(O) = M:;-l
A(l)

= NON(M:;-l) *

B

= M:;-2

(MC-2 + M:;-3)

The use of these boolean expressions results in the following
priority scheme (see function table): A request from the pattern
generator has the highest priority followed by requests from the
converter and the FCS generator. The delay line is selected as
data source when no other request exists.
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6.4. NRZI synchronization and pattern transfonnatioo.
When the SID is part of a loop configuration all incoming data

bits are re-transmitted until a go ahead pattern (01111111) is
found. When this pattern is found and a new frame is available,
the transmitter starts transmission.
The go ahead will be changed into a flag (01111110) that is, a
zero is inserted between last two ones of the go ahead pattern.
After having perfonned this change, the transmitter will start
transmission of a frame with an oPening flag. The resulting
sequence of the TXD signal will be:

01111110 1 0111110 (or FLAG 1 FLAG)
When the SIU is part of a non-loop configuration, the NRZI encoder
at the transmitter and the NRZI decoder at the receiver must be
synchronized. This means that at least one synchronization bit
must be transmitted before the opening flag of a frame.
Both functions may be combined by transmitting a zero followed by
a one before each opening flag. To guarantee correct operation in
loop configurations the last bit of a go ahead pattern must be
destroyed, and no delay is allowed between re-transmission of the
7th go ahead bit and transmission of the synchronization bits of a
new frame (a zero followed by a one) .
A two bit delay line which performs the functions described above
is contained in the bit processor transmitter design. As depicted
in figure 6.3, the delay line consists of a two bit shift register
(enabled by the ENABLE strobe) .

From NRZI Deco der ~ D
/
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..-------::J/ SET
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,
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Q
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To NRZI Encoder
(Transmitter)

CK
/"

ENABLE

eLK
Figure 6.3: The Delay line.
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The delay line PU is controlled by the delay line CU which generates the ENABIE, and PRESET control signals. The PRESET signal
comes directly fran the RX/TX manager, the ENABIE signal equals
the HILO signal.
The RX/TX manager starts a transmission by activating the PRESET
signal. The shift register contains the 7th and 8th bit of the go
ahead pattern causing the transmission when a loop mode transmission is invoked (more details in the next chapter). The PRESET
signal will be kept active by the RX/TX manager until the ocurrence a HILO strobe, which indicates that the 7th go ahead bit has
been processed by the NRZI encoder (loop mode transmission) .
During the HILO strobe two synchronization bits (zero and one) are
loaded into the shift register. After the strobe the value of the
OUT signal will be zero until the next HILO strobe, after which it
will be one (second synchronization bit). The pattern generator
will be activated after that HILO strobe.
6.5. Pattern generation.
The bit processor transmitter ITUlst be capable of transmitting
four special patterns. These are:
- FLAG (01111110): this pattern is used to mark the start and
the end of an SDlC/HIOC frame.
- ProRT/GJ AHEAD (01111111): during non-loop mode
missions this pattern is used by the transmitter to
that it has aborted the current transmission (abort).
loop mode transmissions this pattern marks the end
last frame in a queue of frames (go ahead) .

transsignal
During
of the

- 55 HEX. (01010101): this pattern is used when the Pre Frame
Sync (PFS) option has been selected and NRZI is not used. It
is used to synchronize the DPLL (Digital Phase Locked Loop)
at the receiver to the data stream (see chapter 2). This
pattern is transmitted twice before each frame, which results
in 16 pre frame transitions.
- 00 HEX. (00000000): this pattern is used when the Pre Frame
Sync (PFS) option has been selected and NRZI is used. The
NRZI encoded version of 00 hex. is M hex or 55 hex. so when
this pattern is transmitted twice before each frame, 16 pre
frame transitions are guaranteed.
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Figure 6.4: The Pallern

~
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Slale Diagram.
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These four patterns are generated by the pattern generator state
machine which consists of a COntrol Unit and a Processing Unit.
The OJ is only an interconnection unit. The RESET output (which
resets the PU), however, requires s~ logic (an OR gate) since
the PU must not only be reset at power up, but also at the start
of a frarre transmission (indicated by the PRESET signal) :
RESET (out)

= RESET (in)

+ PRESET

The PU is enabled to produce a new data bit by the ENABlE signal
(which equals the HlLO signal). The comnand signals from the RX/TX
manager (55HEX, OOHEX, FlAG and ABORT) are directly connected to
the PU. The READY-1 signal (status from the PU) is redirected to
the RX/TX manager. The M:-1 signal is connected to the MJX--<X>NTROL
bus. The our signal is the PU output to the NRZI encoder.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the pattern generator state diagram.
a reset the pattern generator will be in the IDlE state.
transitions are only allowed when ENABlE is active. The IDlE
will be left when one of the pattern cornnands (55HEX, OOHEX,
or ABORT) is issued by the RX/TX manager.

After
State
state
FLAG,

The M:>ore machine of figure 6.4 has two classes of states. States
which produce a low output signal (zero states) have an even state
m.nnber and are located on the left side of the state diagram.
States which produce a high outPUt signal to the NRZI encoder (one
states) are marked with odd numbers and are located on the right
side of the pattern generator state diagram. As an exarrple the
generation of a flag pattern will be discussed.
The generation of a flag pattern is started when the RX/TX manager
issues a FLAG comnand to the pattern generator. As soon as a state
transition is enabled by the ENABlE (= HlLO) signal, the machine
leaves the IDlE state and enters state 0, so at the trailing edge
of the ENABlE strobe the output signal will be low and M:-1 will
be activated. During the next ENABlE strobe the machine will enter
state 1. This process of changing states will continue until the
machine is in state 14.
The machine will have passed states 0, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 when it
reaches state 14, resulting in an output pattern of 01111110. When
the machine is in state 14, the READY-1 signal is active. A high
READY signal indicates to the RX/TX manager that the pattern
generator has corrq:>leted the transmission of the requested pattern.
The RX/TX manager responds by issuing a new pattern coomand or by
deactivating all pattern corrrnands. When no new ccmnand is issued,
the state machine will return to the IDlE state, making the M:-1
signal inactive again. Otherwise the machine will enter state 0
again and the process of pattern generation is continued.
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If a pattern coomand is withdrawn during the pattern generation
process, the state machine will enter the idle state again. If
the pattern comnand is changed during the generation process (e.g.
FlAG into ABORT), the result will be an erroneous pattern (in this
case neither a flag nor an abort). So the pattern carrnand from the
RX/TX manager must be kept stable until the pattern generator
reports ready. Furthennore, no more than one pattern coomand must
be active at any time.
6. 6. zero insertion.

During transmission of a fr~ extra zeroes must be inserted in
the address, control, and information fields of a SOLC/HOLC frarre
by the transmitter after each sequence of five consecutive ones.
The purpose of this zero insertion or bit stuffing is to prevent
flag, abort or go ahead imitation by the data between two flags.
This is done by a state machine, called the zero inserter. The
zero inserter Processing Unit is a two inPUt multiplexer (mux C)
with one input tied low. The other input is connected to the
output of mux B, which contains data from the Parallel to serial
converter or from the FCS generator. When the INSERT signal from
the zero inserter Control Unit is high, the output of the multiplexer will be low, otherwise it will contain data from mux B.
The zero inserter Control Unit uses the output signal from mux B
as status input. It corrputes the INSERT output signal and the HOlD
output signal which is used to control the FCS generator and the
parallel to serial converter. These machines will not process data
when the HOlD signal is active. HOlD and INSERT are identical.
The zero inserter is basically a modulo six counter (like the zero
deleter in the previous chapter). It's count value can be reset to
zero by the PRESET signal from the RX/TX manager or by the external RESET signal. It is enabled by the HILO bit timing signal from
the synchronizer and the DATA and FCS signals from the RX/TX
manager (HILO * DATA + HILO * FCS).
DATA is a corrmand from the RX/TX manager which selects the
parallel to serial converter as data source. The FCS corrmand
selects the FCS generator as data source. When either DATA or FCS
is active, the output of mux B contains valid data. When this is
the case, the zero insertion process must be enabled.
The zero inserter semples the DATA signal during each HILO strobe.
The first semple is taken during the second HILO strobe after the
DATA command, since the first HILO strobe is used by the Parallel
to serial converter to produce the first bit.
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When the sarrpled data bit is one, the count value is incremented
by one, otherwise the count value is reset to zero. When the count
value reaches five, five consecutive ones have been processed by
the transmitter. 'I11e next bit must be an inserted zero.
The zero inserter activates the HOID signal to disable the FCS
generator and the converter and switches the input to the NRZI
encoder to zero by activating lliSERT. Both signals will remain
active until the next HIlD strobe. After this strobe, the count
value is reset to zero and both signals are deactivated. During
the active period of the HOID signal, the NRZI encoder processes
the zero from mux C and both FCS generator and converter are
disabled. This way zero insertion is accarplished.
6.7. FCS Generation.

In the previous chapter the Frarre Check sequence has been discussed. This error detection mechanism, used in SDLC/HDLC protocols
to guarantee data integrity, involves the addition of a 16 bits
wide FCS field to the frarre at the transmitter. The FCS generator
state machine is included in the design to coopute the 16 FCS bits
and to insert them into the outgoing data stream.
The FCS generator design is displayed in figure 6.5. The Processing Unit (lower half of the figure) is copied from the
graduation report of ir. A. Klip (see literature). A Linear
Feedback Shift registers is included in the design to perform the
necessary modulo 2 division in hard-ware (see chapter 5) .
The I/O signal selects input- or output mode. When operated in
input mode, the FCS generator accepts data from the parallel to
serial converter to coopute 16 FCS bits. These FCS bits are
forwarded to the NRZI encoder when output mode operation is
selected. The RESET signal preloads the Linear Feedback Shift
Register (LFSB) with ones.
The Control Unit consists of a state machine and a piece of combinatorial logic. The logic connects the PRESET input signal to
the RESET output signal, to reset the PU at the beginning of a
transmission. The combinatorial logic also generates two control
strobes (STROBE and ENABIE) .
The first one, called STROBE, marks the CLK periods when the
converter produces a data bit, or when the FCS checker is to
produce a FCS bit. This is the case when a HlLO strobe occurs
which is not blocked by the HOID signal from the zero inserter, so
the boolean expression for STROBE rust be HIID * NON (HOID) .
STROBE is used to enable state transitions is the state machine
part of the Control Unit. This way, the process in the CU keeps
track with the processes in the FCS checker and the converter.
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The ENABIE strobe enables the shift register in the Processing
Unit to perform shift operations. The state diagram of the FCS
generator Control machine is displayed in figure 6.6.

Output vector.

I/O, HID/SH, WC-3, READY-3

State t ... nlitionl enabled by:
STROBE = HiLa * tJON(}fOlD)
Re.et by: RESET • PRESET

DATA'

res

DATA * PCS

~ DATA • rcs
: (Slales fCS- 2 lo fCS-14)

...
DATA' PCS

DATA· PeS

Figure 6.6; FCS Control Slele Diegrem.

FCS generation starts when the RX!TX manager activates the PRESET
signal at the start of a frame. The CU state machine enters the
RESEr state after this action. After a reset the HID!SH (HolD!SHift) output signal will be zero so the Processing Unit is disabled. (since ENABLE = HlLO 1< NON (HOlD 1< HID!SH) , and its shift
register has been preloaded with ones (RESET signal).
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When the RX/TX manager issues a DATA conmand (the converter is
selected as data source) the OJ state machine enters the DATA
state. This state is entered when the converter has produced its
first bit. The HID/SH signal will be activated to allow the PU to
process this first bit during the next STROBE.
A DATA corrmand mayor may not be followed by a FCS ccmnand. In the
second case the OJ state machine returns to the RESET state,
otherwise the first FCS state (FCS-1) is entered. The Processing
Unit is switched from input mode to output mode (I/O is activated), and a path to the NRZI encoder is claimed. (M:- 3 is activated). Shift operations in the Processing Unit are enabled by
HID/SH. After the next STROBE, the state machine enters the FCS-2
state. Operation continues until the FCS-16 state is reached.
When the state machine is in state FCS-16, the 16th FCS bit is
available at the output of the Processing Unit. The FCS generator
has finished its task and reports ready (by activating READY-3 to
the RX/TX manager. The RX/TX manager withdraws the FCS corrrnand and
after the next S'IROBE, the state machine enters the RESET state.
6.8. Parallel to serial conversion.

The bit processor transmitter machines are bit orientated
machines. The data source, the byte processor, however is byte
orientated. So there is a need for parallel to serial conversion
between bit processor transmitter and byte processor. The function
is performed by the parallel to serial converter which is
displayed in figure 6. 7 .
The Processing Unit of the converter consists of a parallel
loadable, serial readable shift register. Two control signals are
used to control this register, ENABIE and SH/W. The ENABIE signal
enables all Processing Unit operations. The SH/W signal selects
the type of operation to be performed. When SH/W is one, the register loads a new data byte from the byte processor. When SH/W
is zero, a shift operation is performed.
Both control signals are generated by the converter Control Unit.
This unit consists of a combinatorial part and a state machine
part. The logic generates the ENABIE signal and a timing signal to
the state machine (STROBE, also used in the FCS generator). The
corresponding boolean expressions are:
ENABIE = DATA

*

HlLO

STROBE

*

NON(HOW)

=

HlLO

*

NON (HOW)
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Figure 6.7: The Parallel To Serial Converter.

The state machine part generates the SH/ID signal and handles the
corrmunication with the RX/TX manager. An intermediate function is
provided by an AND gate which generates the IDREQ signal to the
byte processor. IDREQ (Input Data Request) is activated when a new
byte from the byte processor is loaded in the shift register. It
orders the byte processor to prepare a new data byte. The state
diagram of the OJ is displayed in figure 6.8. Note that the OJ
state machine only changes state when it is enabled to do so by
the STROBE signal.
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Figure 6.8: COD'lJerter Conlrol Slale Diagram.

When the PRESET cornnand arrives, at the start of a transmission,
the CU enters the RESET state. During this state, a load command
is issued to the shift register (SH/lD is one). The RESET state is
left when a DATA coomand is issued by the RX/TX manager. The CU
than enters the 1 state (first bit available at the output). In
the 1 state the M:-2 signal is activated to claiJn a path to the
NRZI encoder. After the next STROBE state 2 will be entered. This
process continues until state 8 has been reached.
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When the c::u is in state 8, the eighth bit of a data byte is
available at the output. The c::u reports ready to the RX/TX manager
by activating the RFADY-2 output signal. There are two possible
responses; either the RX/TX manager issues a new DATA carmand or
the DATA ccmnand is withdrawn. In the first case the c::u enters
state 1 again, in the second case the c::u enters the RESET state.
Note that in state 8, the sHIm signal is activated again. This is
done to enable the Processing Unit to load a new data byte when a
new DATA conmand arrives fran the RX/TX manager.

6.9. Initialization.
At power up, the bit processor is initialized by the RESET signal.
All state machines in the bit processor transmitter design are
placed in their reset states by this action.
The NRZI encoder and the delay line will function as long as the
chip remains powered up. The other machines, however are used only
when a frame is to be transmitted. This means that it must be
possible to reset these machines during power up, just before they
have to process new data. The PRESET input signal provides this
facility, it is issued by the RX/TX manager.
6.10. Interfaces.

In this Paragraph the interfaces of the bit processor transmitter
to the other bit processor corrponents and to the byte processor
will be listed. The largest interface is the one to the RX/TX
manager. The signals concerning this interface are:
NRZI :

This comnand from the RX/TX manager orders the bit
processor transmitter provide NRZI encoding.

PRESET:

This command is used by the RX/TX manager to initialize
all transmitter state machines. It is given at the start
of each transmission (see next Paragraph) .

55HEX:

This RX/TX manager comnand orders the transmission of a
01010101 (55 hex.) pattern. This pattern is used as Pre
Frame Sync pattern when NRZI encoding is not used.

OOHEX:

This RX/TX manager conmand orders the transmission of a
00000000 (00 hex.) pattern. This pattern is used as Pre
Frame Sync pattern when NRZI encoding is selected.

FLAG:

This RX/TX manager comnand orders the transmission of a
flag (01111110) pattern.
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ABORT:

This RX/TX manager carrnand orders the transmission of an
abort (01111111) pattern.

READY-I:

This status signal is activated when the bit processor
transmitter has coopleted the transmission of a pattern
(55HEX, OOHEX, FLAG, or ABORT). It is the response to
the four ccmnands listed above. READY-x signals becane
active on the falling edge of a HlLO strobe.

DATA:

This RX/TX cornnand orders the transmission of one data
byte from the byte processor. The transmitter reports
ready when the byte has :been transmitted by activating
the READY-2 signal.

READY-2:

This status signal is the response to the DATA command.
READY-2 is activated when the transmitter has corrpleted
the transmission of a byte, fetched from the byte processor after the DATA corrmand.

FCS:

This RX/TX corrmand orders the transmission of 16 FCS
bits. These bits are corrputed by the transmitter when
the DATA comnand is active.

READY-3:

This status signal is a response to the FCS command. It
is activated when the 16 FCS bits have been transmitted
by the bit processor transmitter.

The interface to the byte processor consists of an input bus and
a data request signal:
IN (0: 7):

These eight signals form an eight bit wide input data
bus to the byte processor. The transmitter accepts new
data from this bus when the IDREQ signal is high.

IDREQ:

This signal requests that a new data byte is placed on
the input data bus. The byte processor must place this
data byte on the bus after the falling edge of the IDREQ
signal. Worst case, 16 CLK cycles are available before
IDREQ is activated again.

The interface to the bit processor synchronizer consists of:
TXD (int): The RXD internal signal contains data bits produced by
the bit processor transmitter. These bits must be
sampled by the bit processor synchronizer on the falling
edge of the BITCLK signal.
HILO:

This signal enables the transmitter to produce one new
data bit.
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TIle interface to the bit processor transmitter consists of:

RXBIT:
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This input signal fran the NRZI decoder is cormected to
the bit processor transmitter for re-transmission when
the serial Interface Unit is operated in loop mode.

7. '1lle RX/TX

manager.

7.1. General.

The RX/TX manager controls all actions of the bit processor
transmitter and receiver. Since the serial interface unit is
basically a half duplex camumication controller, no separate RX
and TX managers are necessary, all functions can be combined into
one state machine.
The RX/TX manager is displayed in figure 7.1. It consists of an
Interconnection Unit (IU) and a state machine. The exchange of
status and control information between the bit processor machines
(synchronizer, receiver, transmitter, and RX/TX manager state
machine) and the byte processor is done through the interconnection unit. The connections made in the interconnection unit are
displayed in figure 7.1. The state machine part of the RX/TX
manager will be discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
The general state diagram of the RX/TX manager is depicted in
figure 7.2. It shows three classes of states, an IDlE state, RX
states and TX states. When the RX/TX manager is in the IDlE state,
no frame is being received or transmitted. When the RX states are
entered, the bit processor is busy processing an incoming frame.
The bit processor is transmitting a frame when the RX/TX manager
is in one of the TX states.
Two signals allow the byte processor to monitor the bit processor
activities. The BUSY-RX is active when the RX/TX manager is in one
of the RX states, the BUSY-RX signal is active when the RX/TX
manager is in one of the TX states. In the IDlE state both signals
are de-activated.
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7.2. Crnmand arrl :response timing.

Before the RX/TX manager states are treated, the timing of the
RX/TX manager cornnand and status signals will be discussed.
As mentioned in chapter 3, the bit processor receiver machines are

enabled by the WHI strobe from the bit processor synchronizer.
All status signals from the receiver (e.g. FLAG) appear after the
falling edge of this strobe. The cornnand signals to the receiver
(e.g. EN-PATII) must be activated before the rising edge of the
WHI strobe.
The transmitter machines are enabled by the HIW strobe. So, the
status signals from this machine (e.g. READY-I) appear after the
falling edge of the HIW strobe. Control signals to the transmitter must be issued before the rising edge of the strobe.
7.3. 'Ibe IDIE state.

When the RX/TX manager is in the idle state most receiver and
transmitter functions are disabled. All incoming data bits are
NRZI decoded at the receiver and passed on to the transmitter. At
the transmitter they will be re-transmitted after a two bit delay
and NRZI encoding (irrportant during loop mode operation). The IDLE
state is the first RX/TX manager state after reset (power up) •
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Only two receiver machines are active when the RX/TX manager is
in the IDIE state, the NRZI decoder and the pattern detector. The
only two transmitter machine that are active when the RX/TX
manager is in the IDIE state are he NRZI encoder and the delay
line. Table 7.1 lists the output vector corresponding to the IDIE
state.

state

T
X

P
R
E
S
E
T

IDIE

0

0

R
X

/

A

5
5

0
0

H
E

H
E

A

X

X

0

0

F
L

B

0

G

0
R
T

A
T
A

C
S

0

0

0

0

F

R
S
T
P
A
T

P
A
T

H

0

E
N

B
U

B
U

S

s

Y

Y

H

R
X

T
X

0

0

0

Table 7.1: RX/TX manager IDIE state output vector.
When the RBE (Receive Buffer .Empty) corrmand arrives from the byte
processor and the pattern detector detects a flag in the incoming
data stream, the RX/TX manager enters the first RX state. The
first TX state is entered when the RTS (Request To Send) cornnand
from the byte processor is active and a CTS (Clear To send, not
valid during loop mode operation) signal or a GO-AHEAD (only valid
ctu:ting loop mode operation) arrives from the receiving station.
7.4. The RX states.

The state diagram of figure 7. 3 illustrates the RX/TX manager RX
states. These three states (the IDIE state not included) determine
the RX operation of the bit processor.
The first RX state is the WAIT state. In this state the RX/TX
manager waits for the DAV signal from the pattern detector to
become active, which indicates that seven new bits have been
shifted in the pattern detector after the detection of a flag.
When DAV goes active, the PREPARE state is entered.
When the RX/TX manager is in the WAIT state, a flag or abort pattern may be detected by the pattern detector or the RBE signal may
be de-activated by the byte processor. If a flag is found and RBE
is still active, the WAIT state is entered again. When RBE is made
low by the byte processor, or when an abort pattern has been found
in the ineaning data, the RX/TX manager returns to the IDIE state.
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CPU-ABORT of RESET
(from all atetes)

Figure 7.3: RX/TX Manager RX Stales.

When the RX/TX manager is in the PREPARE state, the zero inserter,
FCS checker, and converter in the receiver a prepared to accept
new data. Their Control Units are reset by the RST-PATH signal and
the FCS checker shift register is preloaded with ones. This means
that the FRAME-oK signal (see chapter 5) is valid until the RX/TX
manager reaches the PREPARE state. The PREPARE state is left when
the eighth bit after a flag is shifted in by the pattern detector
(LOHI signal). The next state will be the PR<XESS state, unless a
flag or an abort pattern is found by the pattern detector.
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When the RX/TX manager is in the PRCX:ESS state the machines nentioned above are enabled. to process data by the EN-PATH signal.
The PROCESS state is left when the byte processor indicates that
the frame being received is invalid (e.g. it is too long, or it
has an incorrect address) by activating the DISCARD signal. When
a new flag is detected by the pattern detector, the RBE signal is
evaluated. again. If it is still active, the RX/TX manager enters
the WAIT state, otherwise the RX/TX manager returns to the IDLE
state. The RX/TX manager also returns to the IDLE state when an
abort pattern is found.
RBE is only evaluated by the RX/TX manager in when it is in the
WAIT state or when a flag pattern has been detected in the incoming data stream. So only at these times the RX/TX manager will
be forced to enter the IDlE state when RBE is low. When the RX/TX
manager is in the WAIT state, a flag pattern has recently be found
in the incoming data stream (less than 7 bit times ago). When this
flag pattern has been the closing flag of a frame, the byte processor makes RBE low, to tenninate the receive process.
The RX/TX manager is forced to return to the IDlE state from all
RX and TX states :i.rrmediately when CPU-ABORT is activated by the
byte processor. This type of CPU abort is only allowed when the
serial interface unit operates in flexible mode (see chapter 2).
The withdrawal of the RBE signal is always allowed, causing the
RX/TX manager to return to the IDLE state when the reception of a
frame has been finished.
When the RX states are defined. as described. in this Paragraph, the
bit processor delivers all bytes between two flags to the byte
processor (as long as RBE is active). The bit processor is can not
discern an opening flag from a closing flag, since address recognition is done by the byte processor. The task of the byte processor is to detennine whether the incoming data is valid data or
just interframe fill. The byte processor can abort reception by
activating the DISCARD signal.
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The output vectors of the RX/TX manager state machine corresponding to the RX states are listed in table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: RX/TX manager RX output vectors
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READY-l

READ"l'-1

to IDLE slele

Figure 7.4: The RX/TX manager TX states.
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.. LOOP

7.5. '!be TX states.
Figure 7.4 illustrates the RX/TX manager TX states. The corresponding output vectors are listed in table 7.3. During all TX states
the RX/TX signal is active to switch the line transceiver into
transmit mode. The first state after power up is the IDLE state.
The RX/TX manager enters the PRESET state when the RTS (Request To
Send) carmand from the byte processor is active and a crs (Clear
To Send) or CD-AHEAD response from the receiving station arrives.
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Table 7.3: RX/TX manager TX output vectors

The RTS signal and the CD-AHEAD signal are sanpled during the LOHI
strobe. This provides the byte processor with time (one bit time)
to decide whether a new frame must be appended to the one that has
just been received when the bit processor is used in a loop configuration. This is explained by figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5 illustrates the timing in case of a loop mcx:ie transmission. The CD-AHEAD signal from the pattern detector arrives
after the trailing edge of the LOHI strobe. CD-AHEAD infonns the
byte processor that the end of a frame has been received and that
the internal registers must be updated. When the byte processor
has a new frame to transmit, it sets the RTS signal.
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Figure 7.5: Start TX Timing (Loop Mode).
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The delay line at the transmitter is loaded with the 7th and 8th
bit of the go ahead pattern during the HIW strobe following the
rising edge of the GO-AHEAD signal. During the next WHI strobe,
the RX/TX manager enters evaluates the RTS signal and enters the
PRESET state when RTS is set. The OO-AHE'AD signal 1:>ecorTes inactive
(a new bit has been shifted in the pattern detector) after the
falling edge of the SanE WHI strobe.
The transition to the PRESET state is determined by RTS * OO-AHE'AD
(loop mode transmission). 'The rising edge of the RTS signal must

appear between the rising- and the falling edge of the GO-AHEAD
signal to start a transmission. This leaves one bit time for the
byte processor to conpute RTS, since this action was started at
the rising edge of the OO-AHE'AD signal. During loop mcx:ie operations a CLK signal having a frequency of at least six times the
bit rate is used, so one bit time equals six CLK cycles.
The RTS timing during non-loop mode operation is not critical,
since the franE which is to be transmitted does not have to be
appended to the previously received frame, as it must be during
a loop mode transmission. However, the timing scheme in figure 7.5
is also valid for the non-loop case if OO-AHEAD is substituted by
crs and the contents of delay line is neglected.
As mentioned above,

the PRESET state is entered when the delay
line contains the 7th and '8 th bit of the OO-AHE'AD pattern (loop
mode). During the next HIW strobe a zero-one pattern is loaded
in the delay line (NRZI synchronization, see chapter 6). After the
HIW strobe the RX/TX manager enters the WAIT-I state. This state
is left when the second NRZI synchronization bit is available at
the output of the delay line, which is after the next HIW strobe.
Which state is entered after the WAIT-I state, depends on the PFS
and NRZI signals from the byte processor. If PFS is active, the
transmission of two Pre FranE Sync characters is required. When
NRZI is selected (NRZI active) two OOhex. bytes must be transmitted and the RX/TX manager enters the first OOl-lEX state. When he
pattern generator reports ready (READY-I), the second OOHEX state
is entered. The transmitter has corrpleted the transmission of two
OOhex. bytes when the READY-I signal is activated again. When NRZI
is not selected (NRZI low) two 55 hex. bytes are transmitted in a
similar way. When PFS is low, the RX/TX manager directly enters
the FLAG state after leaving the WAIT-I state.
The next action is the transmission of a flag. This is done when
the RX/TX manager is in the FLAG state. This state is left when
the transmitter reports ready (READY-I). There are four possible
next states after the FLAG state; DATA, FCS, FLAG, and ABORT.
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The use of these RX/TX states will be explained by an exarrple.
Assl..lIre that the byte processor wants to transmit a frame, which
contains a two byte wide data field (the data field equals the
SDr.c address, control, and info fields) a FCS field, and that
the bit processor is part of a loop configuration.
Upon leaving the FLAG state the RX/TX manager enters the DATA
state since ECD is kept low by the byte processor. ECD (End Of
Data) indicates that the byte processor has no IOC>re data bytes to
transmit. The RX/TX manager evaluates ECD again when the READY-2
signal fran the transmitter becares active. This indicates that
the transmission of the first byte has been coopleted.
EOD is kept low so the RX/TX manager enters the DATA state again.
The transmission of the second data byte has been carpleted when
the transmitter reports ready (READY-2) again. The byte processor
will have made EOD active at that ti..rre. The RX/TX manager evaluates the NFCS (No Frame Q1eck sequence) signal from the byte processor to detennine whether the transmission of a FCS field is
required. In this case NFCS will be low. As a result the RX/TX
manager enters the FCS state to transmit the sixteen FCS bits.
The FCS state is left when the transmitter reports that it has
conpleted the transmission of the FCS bits (READY-3). The next
state dePends on the transmission mode. In this case lOOP mode is
selected so the frarne transmission must be closed by a go ahead
pattern. Since a go ahead pattern is the sarne as an abort pattern,
the next state will be the ABORT state. The RX/TX manager enters
the WAIT-2 state when the READY-l signal becares active. When the
RX/TX manager is in the WAIT-2 state, the BUSY-TX signal is reset.
The byte processor must reset the RTS signal before the RX/TX
manager leaves this state and proceeds to the IDLE state.
This sequence can be aborted by two events. When the CPU aborts
the transmission, the byte processor activates the CPU-ABORT
signal. The bit RX/TX manager enters the abort state when loop
mode is not selected. This means that the bit processor transmits
an abort pattern before it returns to the idle state. When loop
mode is selected, the RX/TX manager returns to the IDLE state
imnediately.

The receiving station can abort a transmission by clearing crs
(non loop mode) or by transmitting a shutoff pattern (loop mode) •
In this case, the RX/TX manager enters the IDLE state imnedi.ately
after reception of one of the two signals.
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7.6. Initi ali zatian

am interfares.

The initialization of the RX/TX manager is done by the RESET
signal. This signal must be activated at power up to force the
RX/TX manager in to the IDLE state.
The interfaces of the RX/TX manager to the other bit processor
machines have been described in the previous chapters. The only
interface that has not been described so far is the interface to
the byte processor. This interface consists of:
PFS:

This signal from the byte processor is used to order the
transmission of two Pre Frame Sync characters before the
first flag of each frame.

NFCS:

This signal from the byte processor orders the omission
of the FCS field out of the transmitted frame.

lOOP:

This signals from the byte processor is used to select
loop mode operation.

S01(0:2): These signals indicate the user selected data clocking
mode (more details in chapter 2) .
NRZI:

This corrrnand orders NRZI decoding of incoming data and
NRZI encoding of outgoing data.

RBE:

This cornnand orders the bit
for a flag pattern in the
bytes between two flags are
cessor until the RBE cornnand

FlAG:

This status signal indicates that a flag has been found
in the incoming bit stream. FlAG marks the beginning and
the end of a frame. The signal has a duration of one bit
time (worst case three CLK cycles) .

ABORT:

processor to start hunting
incoming data stream. All
passed on to the byte prois withdrawn.

This status signal indicates that an abort pattern has
been found in the incoming data stream. ABORT indicates

that the transmitting station has aborted the transmission of a frame (non-loop mode) or it marks the end of
the last frame in a queue of frames (loop mode). This
signal has a duration of one bit time.
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FRAME-QK: This signal is valid after the rlsmg edge of a frane
end signal (F'I.AG or ABORT). It indicates the condition
of the frane that has just been received. If FRAME-QK
is low, the frane contained a FCS error, otherwise the
frane has been received correctly. FRAME-QK is valid
seven bit tines after the rising edge of the frarre end
signal, worst case 21 CLK cycles.
DISCARD:

This carmand. is given by the byte processor when it
detects an error in the ineaning byte stream. It orders
the bit processor to enter the flag hunting mode again.

RTS:

This corrmand is given by the byte processor when it
wants to transmit a frame. Transmission starts when the
bit processor finds a go ahead pattern in the incoming
data stream (loop mode), or when the crs signal goes
active (non-loop mode) •

SHUTOFF:

This status signal indicates that the transmitting
process in the bit processor has been aborted by the
receiving station (loop mode). It has a duration of
one bit time (six CIK cycles) .

crS:

This status signal indicates that the transmitting
process in the bit processor has been aborted by the
receiving station (non-loop mode). It has a duration
of one bit time (three CIK cycles) .

EOO:

This comnand is given by the byte processor when it has
no more bytes available for transmission.

CPU
ABORT:

This corrmand is given by the byte processor to abort all
transmitting and receiving processes in the bit processor. CPU aborts are only allowed in the flexible mode.

BUSY-RX:

This status output signal to the byte processor indicates that the RX-TX manager is in one of the RX states, so the bit processor is busy receiving data.

BUSY-TX:

This status output signal to the byte processor indicates that the RX-TX manager is in one of the TX states, so the bit processor is busy transmitting a frame.
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8. '!be interface between the bit-

am

the byte processor.

In this chapter the attention will be focussed on the interface
between the bit processor and the byte processor. The discussion
also includes topics on the byte processor architecture.
8.1. '!be byte processor architecture.
In figure 8.1 an outline of the byte processor architecture is
displayed. The core of the byte processor consists of the Special
Function Registers (SFR's). All byte processor data manipulations
involve these registers. Since the Serial Interface Unit is to be
corrpatible to the one in the 8044, the byte processor must have
the same SFR's as the 8044 does. The 8044 SFR's are:
Status and control registers.
SM):

The contents of the SM) (Serial t-bDe)
register
detennines the operation mode of the SIU. The contents
of the NRZI, LOOP, SCM(0:2), PFS, and NFCS bits in the
SM) register must be forwarded to the bit processor.

STS:

The STS (Status/Control) register is used by the CPU to
transfer control information to the SIU and to get
status information from the SIU. The contents of the RBE
and RTS bits is used by the bit processor.

NSNR:

The NSNR (Send/Receive Count) register contains the send
and receive sequence m.nnbers and some error indications.
The contents of this register can be altered by CPU and
SIU. The NSNR register is not used in Flexible mode.

Parameter registers.
STAD:

The STAD (STAtion ADdress)
SDLC/I-IDLC station address.

register

contains

the

TES:

The TES (Transmit Buffer Start) register points to the
RAM of the first byte of the information field of the
frame to be transmitted.

TEL:

The TEL (Transmit Buffer Length) register contains the
length of the information field to be transmitted.

TCB:

The TCB (Transmit Control Byte) register contains the
byte which has to be placed in the control field of the
frame to be transmitted (only used in Flexible mode) •
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figure e.1: Outline of the Byte Processor.

RBS:

The RBS (Receive Buffer Start) register points to the
RAM location where the SIU must store the first byte of
the information field of the frame to be received.

RBL:

The RBL (Receive Buffer Length) register contains the
length of the area in the on chip RAM, allocated for the
information field to be received.

RFL:

The RFL

RCB:

The RCB (Received Control Byte) register contains the
control field of the frarre that has just been received..
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(Received Field Length) register contains the
length of the information field that has been received..

An arbiter state machine to control the accesses to the SER's is
necessary since the CPU and the SIU both have access to the SER' s.
Three bits in the STS register are semaphores to prevent concur-

rent access to the pa.raneter registers. These bits are RBE, RTS,
and TBF.
When RBE is set, CPU access to the paraneter registers which are
involved in the receive process (RBS, RBL, RFL, and RCB) must be
blocked. When TBF is set no CPU access is allowed to the registers
involved in the transmit process (TBS, TBL, and TCB). CPU access
to the STAn register is only allowed when both RBE and RTS are
zero. Concurrent access to the STS, SM), and NRNS registers must
be prevented by timing.
A three byte FIFO (First In First OUt) must be used to retrieve
data bytes from the byte processor. A FIFO must be used since the
last two bytes of a frane are the FCS bytes and these bytes must
not be stored in the memory. The FIFO must not be used when frames
without FCS bytes are used (NFCS selected). Data bytes which are
to be transmitted must be store in a data byte buffer between the
byte- and the bit processor.
A M=mory Management Unit r-MJ is present in the byte processor to
write information bytes to or to read information bytes from the
dual ported memory. As described in d1.apter 2, this dual ported
memory is used by the SIU and the CPU to exchange of SDIJ:/HDIJ:
information fields.
There are several arithrretic functions to be performed. in the byte
processor, e . g . calculation of memory actresses for use by the
M'1U, incrementing the RFL register and so on. An AI1J can be included in the byte processor design to provide these functions,
however it is also possible to use more intelligent building
blocks like counters instead of normal registers to perform these
functions.
This can lead to a faster byte processor design (less internal
data transportation cycles are required) which may be preferable
in view of the high SDIJ:/HDIJ: speed demands.
8.2. Byte processor initialization and cperation.

In this paragraph, byte processor operation will be discussed.
The purpose of the discussion is to illustrate the use of the
byte processor interface to the bit processor. The first topic is
initialization. Before the receive or transmit process is
started, six Special Function Registers must be initialized:
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- STAD:

To establish the station address.
To enter the proper operating mode and frame
fonnat.
- RBS, RBL: To set up the receive buffer.
- TES, TBL: To set up the transmit buffer.
- SM) :

When the CPU sets the RBE bit in the STS register after this
initialization, the receive process will be started. The CPU
starts the transmit process by setting the RTS bit.
8.2.1. '1be use of the interface during the RX proress.

Eight signals of the bit/byte processor interface are directly
involved in the receive process:
RBE:

BUSY-RX:
DISCARD:
CPU-ABORT:
OOAV:
FIAG:

ABORT:
FRAME--oK:

Comnand to the bit processor.
Acknowledge from the bit processor.
Corrmand to the bit processor.
Conmand to the bit processor.
Status from the bit processor.
Status from the bit processor.
Status from the bit processor.
Status from the bit processor.

The receive process starts when the CPU sets the RBE bit in the
STS register. The bit processor makes the BUSY-RX signal high as
soon as the opening flag of a frame is found, to acknowledge the
RBE comnand. After this acknowledge a series of bytes from the
bit processor arrives at the byte processor. After each rising
edge from the OOAV signal a new byte is available to the byte
processor. This process can be aborted by three events:
- An abort pattern is found in the data stream.
- The DISCARD signal is activated.
- The CPU-ABORT signal is activated.

The detection of an abort pattern (a primary station abort) in the
incoming data stream is reported by the ABORT signal. The DISCARD
signal is used by the byte processor when an error in the incoming
byte stream is found (e.g. invalid address). The CPU-ABORT signal
is used by the byte processor when the CPU resets the RBE bit to
invoke a CPU abort (only during flexible mode operation). The bit
processor makes BUSY-RX low to acknowledge all aborts.
Nonnal termination of the receive process occurs when the byte
processor resets the RBE signal after detection of a frame end
signal (abort pattern during loop mode operation or flag pattern
during non-loop mode operation). The bit processor also acknowledges nonnal termination by means of de-activating BUSY-RX
signal from the bit processor.
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The detection of a frame end pattern is reported to the byte processor by the ABORT and FlAG signals. FRAME-QK reports the receive
status of the frarre to the byte processor. It is valid after the
rising edge of the frarre end signal for at least 7 bit ti.Ires.

are received in the three
byte FIFO. The first byte available at the output of the FIFO will
be the contents of the address field of the frarre being received.
It will be corrpared to the contents of the STAn register and. to FF
hex. If no match occurs, the byte processor must activate the
DISCARD signal until BUSY-RX goes inactive. When a match does
occur, operation continues. The next byte will be the control
field of the frame.
At the byte processor the incoming bytes

The control byte must be stored in the RCB register. The bytes
following the control byte are bytes of the information field of
the frame. They must be stored in the receive buffer by the Memory
Management Unit of the byte processor. When a frame end signal
arrives (FlAG or ABORT) the FRAME OK signal must be evaluated.
When FRAME-DK is high the RX action -(see chapter 1), which updates
the STS and NRNS registers, must be performed. M:>re details on
the RX action can be found in !N1EL's micro-controller handbook.
During the RX action the RBE bit can be reset. This is the normal
termination of the receive process.
8.2.2. The use of the interface during the TX process.

Six signals of the bit/byte processor interface are directly
involved in the receive process:
RTS:
BUSY-1'X:
EOD:

CPU-ABORT:
SHUTOFF:

crS:
IDREQ:

Corrmand to the bit processor.
Acknowledge from the bit processor.
Corrrnand to the bit processor.
Corrmand to the bit processor.
Status from the bit processor.
Status from the bit processor.
Status from the bit processor.

The transmit process starts when the CPU sets the RTS bit in the
STS register. The bit processor makes the BUSY-TX signal high as
soon as it receives permission to transmit from the receiving
station. This is the case when crs goes high (non-loop operation)
or when a go ahead (abort) pattern arrives. The first byte to be
transmitted must be placed in the data byte buffer within eight
bit ti.Ires after the rising edge of the BUSY-TX signal.
The bit processor reads the first byte from this buffer as soon
as it has finished the transmission of the opening flag. Data is
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read fran the data byte buffer when the IDREQ (Input Data REQuest)
is active. The next data byte must be loaded in the buffer within
eight bit ti.Ires after the falling edge of the IDREQ signal. It
will be read by the bit processor during the next IDREQ strobe.
This process can be aborted by two events:
- A shutoff pattern is found or crs is withdrawn.
- The CPU-ABORT signal is activated.
The occurrence of a shutoff pattern in the ineaning data stream
indicates an abort fran the receiving station during loop mode
operation. A receiving station abort during non-loop mode operation is indicated by the withdrawal of the crs signal. The loop
mode abort is reported to the byte processor by the SHUTOFF signal, the non-loop mode abort is reported by the crs signal. The
CPU-ABORT signal is used by the byte processor when the CPU resets
the TBF (Transmit Buffer Full) bit in the STS register to invoke a
CPU abort (only when flexible mode operation is selected). The bit
processor makes BUSY-'!'X low to acknowledge all aborts.
Normal termination <Xcurs when the byte processor sets the EOD
signal to indicate that there are no more bytes to be transmitted.
The bit processor makes BUSY-'!'X low after the transmission of the
16 FCS bits and the frarre end pattern (flag or go ahead) to acknowledge the normal tennination. After this acknowledge, the byte
processor must clear the RTS signal.
The first byte to be forwarded to the bit processor is the byte
contained in the STAD register. The second byte, the control field
of the SDLC/HDLC frarre being transmitted, comes from the TCB
(Transmit Control Byte) register. The contents of this register
can be computed by the byte processor (during auto m<x:ie operation)
or by the crs (during flexible mode operation). The next byte must
be fetched from the transmit buffer by the M2m0ry Management Unit.
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9. Conclusions arrl recarrteOOa.tions.

The Serial Interface Unit has been divided into two processors.
one, the bit processor, perfo:rrns all bit orientated
functions, the second one, the byte processor handles all byte
orientated functions. The functional design of the bit processor has been canpleted, and the interface between both processors has been defined.
The first

The bit processor design consists of four machines, the synchronizer, the receiver, the transmitter and the RX/TX manager. All
four machines consist of small, simple, finite state machines.
This mcxiular design guarantees flexibility.
The design can be changed to support other SDLC- or HDLC- like
protocols. For instance, if the RX/TX manager is split up into a
RX manager and a TX manager, the bit processor can support full
duplex SDLC or HDLC protocols. Such a bit processor can also be
used in a primary station which supports SDLC loop mode operation.
A library function which is to be used in an ASIC must not consume
a large number of gates since this means that there are less gates
free for use by the other parts in the ASIC design. An estimation
of the number of gates used by the bit processor is:
- synchronizer:
- receiver:
- transmitter:
- RX/TX manager:

250
600
600
150

gates
gates
gates
gates

The total number of gates used by the bit processor design is
1600. The byte processor contains more registers than the bit
processor but the canplexity is more or less the same. A rough
estimation of the number of gates used by the byte processor is
2000, so the gate count of the total design will be in between
three and four thousand gates.
This means that the design can be implemented in the lMA.9K series
of gate arrays, which contains the smallest arrays sold by Arcobel
B.V. (up to 12500 usable gates). When the Serial Interface Unit is
to be used as the only part in an ASIC, a suitable device would be
the lMA.9141 (5000 usable gates, and 110 I/O pad locations). The
design can also be used in the lCAlOK (up to 50000 usable gates)
and in the lCAlOOK (up to 100000 usable gates) array series.
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At this time the bit processor design has been specified. It

must

be ilIplerrented, si.rrn.llated, and testvectors must be generated. The
bit processor can be made testable by using the scan path nethod..
The scan path nethod. is most suitable since the design consists
primarily of finite state machines and shift registers. The canpletion of the bit processor will take awroximately three months.
The design of the byte processor will take at least six months,
so at least nine months will pass before the first prototype can
be produced.
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Atbreviations

AIJJ:

Arit.hrretic Logic Unit

AM:

Auto M:x:le

ASIC:

Application Specific Integrated Circuit
Buffer OVerrun
International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Corrmittee
CloCK
central Processing Unit
Cyclic Redundancy Check
Clear To send
Control Unit
DAta Valid
Digital Phase Locked Loop
ENable
End Of Data
Frame Check Sequence
First In First out
High level Data Link Control
HEXadecimal

oov:

O:ITI':
CI.K:
Q'U:

CRC:
crS:

cu:

DAV:
DPLL:
EN:
EOD:

FCS:

FIFO:
HDLe:

HEX:
HID:
IDREQ:

IU:

ID:
LFSR:
M::
M1U:
MUX:

NFCS:

NRNS:
NRZI:
ODAV:
OPB:
PFS:
PU:
RAM:
RBE:
REL:
REP:
RES:
RCB:

HoID
Input Data REQuest
Interconnection Unit
LoaD

Linear Feedback Shift Register
Multiplexer Control
M=mory Management Unit
Multiplexer
No Frame Check Sequence
Number Received Number sent
Non Return to Zero Inverted
OUtput DAta Valid
Optional Poll Bit
Pre Frame Synchronization
Processing Unit
Random Access Memory
Receive Buffer Empty
Receive Buffer Lenght
Receive Buffer Protect
Receive Buffer Start
Received Control Byte

REJ:
RFL:
RNR:

RR:
RST:

RTS:
RX:

RXBIT:
RXD:
SCLK:

SCM:
SOLe:

SFR:
SH:
SI:
SIU:

Reject
Received Field Lenght
Receiver Not Ready
Receiver Ready
ReseT
Request To send
Receive
Received BIT
Receive Data
serial data CLocK
select Clock M:xje
Synchronous Data Link Control
Special Function Register
SHift

SM):

STAD:
STS:
TBF:
TEL:
TES:
TCB:
TX:
TXD:

UP:
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Serial Interrupt
Serial Interface Unit
serial M:::>De
STation Address
STatuS
Transmit Buffer Full
Transmit Buffer Lenght
Transmit Buffer Start
Transmit Control Byte
Transmit
Transmit Data
Unnumbered Poll
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